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TONIGHT and Wednesday fair; not muc'a
change in temperature,' is the prediction.
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mans sing when they
think of the Belgians.
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"ALWAYS iu the way"
is the song the Her-

Turks and Russians Have Desperate Naval Battle in the Black Sea
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Battle Line From Switzerland to the Coast
and Fighting is Determined.
London, Oct. 20. Nothing has been
received up to the present from the
German intelligence department to
counteract the British impression, conveyed in the news, both officially and
unofficially published, that the tide of
battle, both in the eastern and western theaters is. not,, for the moment,
flowing in favor of Germany.
The picture, however, continued so
blurred that it is impossible, except
for the commanders on the' spot, accurately to gauge the .momentary
change on the ultimate result, so it
may well be that the German's great
general staff, when it has completed
its plans, will present a scene of an
entirely different aspect.
Ostend Reoccupled
The Belgian minister at London has
no confirmation of the story that the
allies have reoccupled Ostend, but in
any case the Germans' hold on that
eeaport must be somewhat precarious
if the allies still retain the positions
assigned to them in the latest French
official statement.
Should the allies push (heir wedge
beyond Roulers, where its point rested yesterday, Ostend would be In considerable danger of being cut off from
the rest of the German army.
Battle at Arras
The Germans are making great efforts to break-throuoppon3 Jtheir
ents', lines in the neighborhood of Arras where General Joffre's statement
points ont that fighting has proceeded
for ten days without a respite.
Situation In the East
News of the conflict of millions of
men along the Vistula river in Rus- fiian Poland is mostly of a negative
character. Each of the vast armies
claims that Its opponent is on the defensive, and neither pretends to have
eecured anything, t like a ipermanent
advantage. The Austrians for the moment are claiming far more success
against the Russians than are the
Germans, but even admitting the correctness of their claims, their forces
which are alleged to be driving the
Muscovites out of the Carpathian
mountains still . are at least many
miles south of both Przemysl and Lem-ber-

,
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Farther to the southward the Servians are utilizing all their available
strength in a general assault on Sara-

They especially are desirous of
being in possession of the Bosnian
capital before the court has given Its
decision in the trial of Gavrlo Prinzip,
whose assassination o Archduke Fraz
Ferdinand, the Austrian heir apparent,
was the direct excuse for the war of
the nations.
That significance attaches to the
announcement that Canada will keep
sending batches of volunteer reinforcements, each numbering 10,000
men, so long as the war lasts is fully
appreciated In comments heard both in
London and the continent.
jevo.

,

That the allies are frustrating the attempt of the reinforced extreme
right wing of the German army to skirt the English channel ports with the
supposed object of finding a new route to Pa,ris Is indicated by the French
official statement given out this afternoon, which asserts that the Belgian
army is maintaining its position on the River Yser.
Further actions, the statement adds, are being fought between the allies and the Germans in the region of Ypres, Belgium.
From Ypres the
allied wing extends to me English channel, where it is being supported by
British naval forces,
Along the remainder of the
battlefront, stretching from the
North sea to Switzerland, where the defenders and the Invaders have been
deeply entrenched for 37 days, the early activity tsday was noted In the
region of the Meuse river, where heavy. 'fighting oes on incessantly, prinA
cipally- in the vicinity of Cam de Romains.
French batteries at St. Mihlel, south of Verdun, are reported to have
destroyed an entire battery of German artillery which had been particularly active In sweeping the French positions. There is 'a dearth of news
from German sources concerning the. operations
of .Emperor
William's
forces either in France or in Russia.
i
A huge conflict Is in progress
along the Vistula river ii; Russian Poland.
Dispatches from Petrograd declare that after fierce fight!,' to the west of
Warsaw the Germans have been driven back towards thes
d potions
on a line from Skiernewice, near the sea on the Galician
'
r
Russian official reports say that trie efforts of the A,
.
ific oftan .'
the River San have ben repulsed. In
'i
"fOr" in ill tary purposes" the German islands" in
iwarsnany
Marianne and Carolin. The groups lie from 1,000 to 1,700 miles east of
the Philippines and include the American Island of Guam. The occupation
of Yap, one of the Caroline islands, gives Japan control of the German
cable station which connects China with the Malay archipelago.
after
Tokio officially announces that.the German torpedo boat
escaping under cover of darkness from Tsing Tau, ran ashore at a point
south of Kiao Chow bay and was destroyed by the Japanese blockading
according to a message from Tsing Tau, which
squadron. It was the
sunk the Japane cruiser Takachiho.
Advices from Bucharest, Roumanian by way of Berlin, reiterate earlier
naval engagement has been fought in the
reports that a big
Black sea.
James W. Gerard1, the American ambassador at Berlin, has succeeded
in Germany
in arranging for the release and' departure of all Englishmen
over 55 years of age. Similar exchanges haVe been arranged for the, nationals of France and Austria.
King George and Queen Mary returned to London today from Sand-rin-

PRESIDENT SAYS RULES OF
DENCE SHOULD BE MADE
MORE MODERN

THE
HE

360-mil- e

noon says that the Belgian army is
ibolding its position on the River
Yer. The official communication follows:
"in Belgium, in spite of violent attacks on the part of the enemy, the
Belgian army has held its positions
on the line of the River Yser.
"There have been other actions in
the regjon of Ypiress between ithe
allied forces operating in this territory and the forces of the enemy.
''Oii our left wing, the Germans con-

thf

tinue to hold strongly their advanced
posts around Lille in the direction of
Armentieres, Foumess and La Basse.
"On the Meuse the enemy has endeavored in vain to drive back the advance posts of our troops who have
moved out along the right bank of this
stream in the peninsula of the Camp
des Romains.
"To sum up, during the day of October 19, we have made progress at
various points on the front.
"Russian: In east Prussia and on
the Vistula river there Is no change
in the situation. The efforts of the
Armentieres;. to cross the River Kan
have been repulsed. The battle south
of Przemysl is continuing under conditions favorable to the Russians."
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BANDIT FORCE MAY SURROUND
THE CONVENTION AT AGUAS
CALIENTES

EVI-

LAW

BY

STATUTE?

PANIC

HE

HAS

COLD

IS APPRECIATED

IMMENSE CROWD TURNS OUT TO
LISTEN TO THE CANDIDATE
FOR CONGRESS

HE 010 NOT SEEK THE

FEET,

PRESIDENT'S FAMHURRIES TO MEXICAN
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PROVISIONAL

W
ashington, Oct. 20 -- With an address of welcome by President Wilson, with former President Taft In
the chair and Ihe entire supremo
court HHng as guests of honor, the
'
j
""seui'f. n tothy he un

San Antonio, Tex.,
Oct. 20. The
It was late in the evening before the
Mexican consulate here today receiv- republican county convention, in si fed a report from Mexico City stating usion at the court house on the We
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BUT BELIEVES IT IS HIS DUTY TO
SERVE THE PEOPLE WHEN
CALLED UPON

BORDERLINE

that General Francisco Villa created
a panic among the delegates to the
cenvention of military chiefs In
-, V
's Calientes today by moving an
... lota
mw.y or ' is.Oi.H)--mposition
vhere he can envelop the city and imprison the entire conference.
Villa's army is reported to be within an hour's march of Aguas Calientea. To oppose him there are Car- ranza troops at Monterey and Saltillo,
but it would take several days to get
them to Aguas Calientes.
en

-

Want Safety Guaranteed
According to the message from Mexico City to the consulate here, the
delegates at Aguas Calientes, who include many chiefs of the constitution
alist army, have made an appeal to
Carranza to guarantee their freedom
during the convention, which was resumed today.. They asserted, that
Villa's soldiers, who are in Aguas Calientes as escorts to the chief of Villa's army, rob them and Insult theni
in the streets. They ask that Aguas
Calientes and the surrounding territory te" cfcec'tared AeHtral during the
convention or that the convention he
removed to Mexico City.
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side yesterday, got down to
work of making nominations for the
state legislature. When it did, howfulfilled the prophesy of T!"
ever, it
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Secundino Romero, Apolonio A: Sena
and Fred O. Blood, who are stalwart
republicans and capable men.
There was pome deiaj- - in getting
started at the evening session and even
after the nominations were starte.-much time was consumed in the nominating speeches and the talks of those
who seconded them.

Hernandez Makes a Hit
Such a crowd as never filled tha
court house before turned out to hear
the Hon. B, C. Hernandez, republican
candidate for congress, who spoke at
length on national and state issues In
a clear, forcible easy manner that
captivated his hearerai. Mr. Hernandez
is possessed of an undoubted magnetism, and his talk last night was charNo Change in East
acterized by a droll humor that carried his audience with him through all
Amsterdam, Oct. 20 (via. London).-Ththe processes of approval, from a tipfollowing official .cqmmitnication
from Berlin, dated
October 19, has
ple of laugiitef to heart y applause. He
been received in Amsterdam
addressed the convention first ir
"The Germans advancing alrng the
Spanish and then in English, summar- coast from Ostend met hostile forces
j izing some of the defects of tie demcr- Delegates are Arrested
at the Yser river near Niuport, where
Antonio I. Villareal, president of tlie- j crai ic administration, both at
fighting has been going on since last
- inSton and thpn- - at Sana Fe, and in,
today ordered that a tral- j
Sunday,.
- j concluding he appealed to the loyalty
DoK.
G.
Carlos
Llorente,
carrying
son.
"Yesterday the attacks of the
Andres
Manuel
and
Bonilla
jan'1 clear- - sood cpmrnonsenae of Urn
miivguez,
"What Impresses me is the constant
enemy west of Lille ara-in San M,S"1 count' t0 Kek l f'
reputed. ;he Washington, Oct. 20. The war reveWasluns'ton, Oct. 20. Today's heariGuzman to the border he stopped 1"""
tn state legislature on whoseenemy"suffering heavy losses In the nue bill went forward another step ng- before the interstate commerce fh outfit that that is the tribunal at These men were released from prison men
eastern theater of the war there has today when the house sent it to con- commission on the application of the thf: bar at which we all sit. I would m Mevieo Pitv last, niirht bv order of "aeiuy anu jniegruy aosoiuie conn- been no material change."
ference with the senate managers, dis- eastern railroads for increased freight call your attention. Incidentally, to the Aguas Calientes convention and dence could be placed.
the circumstance that it does not obHernandez explained how1 the honor
agreeing to all amendments. Speaker rates on their contention that financial
to Villa
serve the ordinary rules of evlence, were to be permitted to go
UnAdmires
Sailors
Clark appointed Representatives
Germany
on
agencies brought on by the European
were
arrested
jof representing the 0. O. P. in the con
territory.
They
Berlin, Oct. 20 (by wireless to Say- derwood and Kitchin, democrats, and war made them needful was devoted which has sometimes suggested to
gressional campaign had sought him
to
rebel
incite
of
attempting
charges
serve the ordinary rules of evidence.
ville). Press information given out.payue, republican, as conferees
to
of
a
ft
is expected and how his own private btties
lion Against Carranza.
largely
had shown pome signs of growing an
today in. German official circles says:
in the hands of others while ho is conPresident Willard of the Baltimore
to
as
are
be
held
pendhostages
they
'
tique;
"Although the news of- the fate of
DIRECTORS ELECTED
on
ducting the campalj-n- , and mi. I
relation
the
Ohio
of
that
sysVilla.
jand
is ing further action by
rumor
included,
the German torpedo boats IM16, DJ.1,
"Everything,
man should let n
no
!tem to the Cincinnati, Hamilton and
private interThe annual meeting of the Idas tern
heard in thia court, and the standard
which
and
come
the
of the
ests
before
call
Carranza's Family Leaves
I)aton
of judgment is not with regard to
were sunk' by British warships off the Raiiway Company of New Mexico for
if he is sought for a public trust.
D.
counsel
Louis
Brandeis, special
Dutch coast, has aroused a feeling of th election of directors of the
the character of testimony,' but the
Eagle Pass, Tex., 'Oct. 20. The
The eotirt room, which was uiod 8s
for the commission, laid stress on his
trans-losand
tne
for
motives
year
The
witness.
ensuing
the
of
of Venustiano Carranza, con- - tb(J wnveBtion hall, was jammed with
character
family
regret throughout Germany, the:Pany
on the Baltimore and Ohio
are disclosed, the purposes are con- stilutionalist first chief, reached the ; ..,
of the ships will rather increase !action of other business, was held at questions
alu, thn .,a)rw
rh,ur f(,
investment of more than $20,000,000
m
ornce
me
or
orrica
company
and that opinion is finally ac Mexican border today. It was an-- the bottom, and the lower corridors of
the
than decrease the pride of the Gerjectured
in the Ohio line and it assumption
mans for their navy. The crews are building of tlie Santa re railway yes- cepted which seems to ho, not the nrmnced that they would make their the court house, had their full oinott
of obligations of a like amount. The
2
o'clock.
The
at
afternoon
hfst founded In law, perhaps, hut the residence temporarily at Piedras
nruch bemoaned, but the vessels were teiday
of attendance. The etreets in tho
witness said the investment
repre- best founded in
here on the Mexican neighborhood were the scene of a
following dicetors were elected for
old and of little value.
integrity of characopiosite
$
an
interest charge of
the ensuing year: Edward P. Ripley, sented only
ter and morals. That is the process side of the Bio Grande. The move restive, noisy crowd,
Belgian Army Scattered
t
and Insisted that it
annually
N.
C.
Reid.
Roswell,
William
which, Is slowly1 working Its will on was reported to he for
Chicago:
Strandea
safety of it could not gala adraiUunce.w
of Hamburg has
Senator
situathe
affected
would
have
present
Las
East
E.
Gortner,
the world, and what we should lie Carransia's family in case of develop
been appointed civil governor of Ant M.; William
Thia morning Mr. Ikmm ! i. i h
tion.
watchful of, is not '! much jealous ments unfavorable to him.
Ralph B. Twitchell, East Las
werp.
automobile
for Chapn to, in
"if you did have the Cincinnati, Inlcrests as sound principles of ac
Piedras Negras was Carranza's pro with several of thi,
"Two Belgian majors have related Vegas; P. L. Myers, East Las Vegas;
'
p
to a war correspondent of the Ntevw D. U Batchelor, East Las Vega; M. It. Hamilton and Dayton you would have tion. The disinterested course is al vis'.onal capital when his revolution where he continued his r.-j.
tne money you invested would you ways the blsfffes-- emirs to
Williams, East Las Vegas,
Rotterdamsche Courant that
pursue, hut was started. It is in the state of San Miguel
comity.
K.t?" suggested Commissioner Mayer it Is in
e
of the Belgian army has been interned
the long run the most profit-fiTl- Coahuila, over which he was governor
"Certainly," answered Mr. Willard.
The
If you can when he began Mb revolt against
in Holland. A quarter of the whole
coiiTpn to nursne.
SHIP STRIKES MINE
Taking up statements filed by the
We, the rep"! 'i
Huerta. It is said on good authority
your character you can
army has deserted, they declare, and
ft
Harwich, Oct. 20 (via London). It carriers to support, their plea, Clifford
the last quarter Is so disorganized that
fl at Camnta remarked lie might have reninty, in cot
your credit.
i';
t
Holland-AmericaThome, appearing for several state
"What I wanted to im.Tit to this difficulty in potiins his family out cf by adept the '
'
they are only a burden to the British Is reported here that the
n railroad commissions and shippers' as- - worn a
struck
steamer
Potsdam
We rciy'; :" i
and French armies,
Hon, in Mddlnir
very ,the country, hut, that as for hJmMf,
mine in the North sta last night and
v ifh the f;.'n;iv in sn'-f- r
.i
Unwed on pai;s TVmr)
!r:(Cob
on
:t bis
on
was'orippledi
FwtrTf
i:r.
(Continued
Tan
(Continued
Page Five)
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Allies' Line Odvances
Pari?, Oct. 20- .- The French official
communication given out this after- -

HERNANDEZ

O.

SPEAKER ASKS AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION
TO ANSWER
A QUESTION

th? association's earnest coIts deepest personal
operation
confidence In the president's abili- f
?nd purpose to guide the ship of state
safely through the E'uropean crisis.
Mr. Taft civ.ared that the Amer.ca.i
;
people wer-- back of the president !a
his handling of the international Fit
uation and that, he ha4. the confidence of the nation."
President Wilson's response was
that, .his strength was in the people.
In this time of international cisis,
nov.pnly as respects international law
but as to municipal law, he said the
vorld was now "stirred to its
ham.
depths," hut that the best course for
Berlin announces that German warships sunk a British submarine in a nation to pursue "was the disinterested part. He added that the unthe North sea last Sunday.
settled world conditions made a good
time for freeing the law from the dry
of cold precedents and
MIE1S1ENTS TO WAR THEY PICKED OUT THE consideration
injecting into it more of the viewpoint
of justice for the ordinary man.
BILL JIBE REJECTED
FAVORABLE REPORTS
"The opinion of the world, is the
mfe tress of the world; and the proTHE HOUSE SENDS THE MEAS- RAILROADS DID NOT "TOTE FAIR" cesses of international law are the
slow processes
by which opinion
URE TO CONFERENCE WITH
IN RATE RAISING AR-- ,
said
President Wilits
works
will,"
THE SENATE
GUMENTS
Russo-Turkis-

NEAR

DELEGATES APPEAL TO GENERAL
CARRANZA FOR PROMISE OF
PROTECTION

THIS
SHOULD
DECLARES
HAVE MORE WEIGHT THAN
OLD PRECEDENTS

CHANGE

CAUSES

MOVE

HUMANITY

AND FRED
ROMERO, SENA
BLOOD ARE CANDIDATES
FOR LEGISLATURE

f----
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Style- Quality
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Santa Fe, Oct. 20. The exposition
book that is being compiled by A, E.
Koehler, Jr., for the New Mexico exposition board at San Diego, is the
f,i st publication that will have accur-

Here you may choosri from many
different styles in Women's New Suits,
and in each suit you may be assured
of getting the very

ately compiled statistics as to the
strength of different nationalities In
New Mexico. It will be shown that
ef New Mexico's population of 393.000
at the present time, 360,000 are white;
24,000 Indian; 2,000 negroes, 248 Chinese and 258 Japanese.
Of the white population, 141.OO0D
were born outside of the state and
Of those
222,000 within the state.
born within the state, 128,000 uave
ciiher both or one parent of Spanteh- Awe'rican extraction and of those born
outside of the state, or children of
parents horn outside of (the state.

Best in style

Best in material
Best in workmanship
Here you will see the much talked
of Redingote styles, also the newest
swallow tail effects. These and many
others, handsomely tailored in fine
broadcloth, gaberdiine, serge, cheviot,
and wool poplin; with rich trimmings
of velvet, sillc braid and new plaids.

The redingote is a favorite be"

?vi

J he H. UlaJl

Co.

All prices $12.50

to

$55.00

Ko matter if they do kick the covers off when they first go
to sleep, and then it turns cool during the night, there's no danger of little girls or boys catching cold it they have on one of
these warm, fleece lined S eepera. Of best quality, soft fleeced
material, made footed style, buttoning la the back and finished
with drop seat; sizes 2, 4 aid 8 years; very special value at 45c

mid
days of a
winter.
A
Not only will the battle itself be re
produced but all of the events lead
ing up to the deciding conflict will be
OLD
enacted by descendants of the heroes
of a hundred years ago. All of these
pictures of a bygone day will be re- enacted on the Identical spots and the
historic St. Louis cathedral, the
the Spanish arsenal (built in
and Tremoulet'a ex
1770),
.Maspcro's
CELEBRATION AT NEW ORLEANS
' c&anges, where the defenses "of the
NOVEL
BY
BE
FEATURED
TO
city were planned by "Old Hickory"
MILITARY SPECTACLE
and the citizens' committee of de
on the
New Orleans, Oct. 20. On January fense; the famous "Oak Alley"
old
to be
tie
JRonde
la
(said
plantation
brave
the
8, lHo, the descendants of
Creoles and other Americans who de- the handsomest double row of oak
200 years
fended New Orleans against the Brit- trees in the world, now over
old), the Vlllere and tle LaCoste
ish invasion 10D years ago will
the famous battle that gained plantation homes.
Grandsons and daughters of the hisfor the United Slates the honors of
toric
characters long known as the
the "War of 1812."
On that date New Orleans will be best families of Louisiana will be the
the host cf a great number of digni actors in these scenes and in the costaries of national and international tumes used many priceless heirlooms
will be worn. Not only will the difprominence and. on the identical spot
ferent
buildings, whose ages have long
with
Andrew
where General
Jackson,,
his. sure shooting Tennessee and Ken- since topped the century mark, be
used but relics whose value run to
tucky riflemen and Creole inhabitants
the thousands will be taken from the
inof the city, drove the
Louisiana State museum.
vaders from the soil of Louisiana In famous
one of the greatest battles known to Among these will be genuine letters
and battlefield orders signed by Jack
history, will visualize the struggle exson, the battle drum used by General
as
occurred!.
it
actly
The celebration will mark the end Jackson's free boy of color; General
of the "one hundred years of peace Pakenham's field glass, dropped by
between English speaking nations" se this brave commander when mortal!
ries of celebrations and the one given wounded as he cheered his men to
in New Orleans will eclipse all others the last attack on the American mud
in point of general interest. A three-da- earthworks; swords wielded by both
celebration will be under the juris- the American and British officers, and
diction of the Louisiana Historical flint lock muskets "and squirrel rifles
society, and as the state has appro- that stopped the British advance.
The whole series of events will be
priated several thousand dollars for
in motion pictures, and
preserved
the scries of events it is expected that
thousands of visitors will be attracted after the "battle" the Louisiana State
to the southern city during these museum will send the completed reels
all over the country as educational
features for schools, colleges and his
Check the Symptoms
torical societies.
The three days program includes:
cf
Rouble Friday,
January 8, Te Deum at the
One of the ninny reasons why Lnng
a rendezvous of
Trouble la ao difficult to fight Is Because Ursulines chapel;
the disease i often of a very flattering
nature. The patient may look well, but in United States warships before the city,
la fast losing; strength by cona salute of 00 guns from every craft
tinued night iweat-s(ever od eougb.
Tlifse symptoms should be checked aa and military organization, a naval
quickly aa potwlble. Kckman'a Alterative
la beneficial In checking fever and night
parade on the Mississippi to the bat
weata and It baa brought about many
and the reproduction of the
tleground
recoTeries.
Read thia casef
complete
W. 86th St, New York.
on the identical field. A battle
battle
tes"Gentlemen: I am writing
yoa thia
timonial that other may know what tableaux will be given that evening;
your Alterative boa done for me. Since I
waa a very young woman I wag a
Saturday, January 9, a permanent BftU
from Bronohltla.
I tried docto
tie Abbey, in honor of Louisiana arms
after doctor, getting little or so benefit. Finally I bad night aweataj, weak
and valor, will be formally opened
(!! arid lost rnpiflly in weight and my
Joetor M m if tbey were sot checked
after a mammoth military parade
I would bare Lorf Ttwinia.
.Mar?
K'Miwmer, who la a friend, of mine,
through die streets of th cltjr and a
after t&Uvg
Alterative and
Inwsted tiiat I try it.jourI a in now, alter ceremonial
at the State museum
two years, perfectly well, ttroug and
where relics will be displayed, Sunday
v )
i
MS ROHOrirHi,
will witness the ceremonia in the old
more on reuuent.)
"""
'.Minn 4 Am'nuive li.if
Place l'Arnis (Jackson Square) repliproven by
t
1
i
n t i i ma
and !.,. Affect iona, cating the "Crowning of Old Hickory,"
fr ...,!e i Throat
I, rum nln i Ahthuih. fctiibhora
'
"'! "I npii'illujiiK the nvni.Mii. as given after the original, battle of
"I! ii'r, IiO narcol h'H. poloM or li:(.it"
New Orleans. A grand pontifical mass
f.inu'HK onifrs. Aak for booklet tolilng
of joi.v.tm.
mid write o l'kiu
in the historic
Louis cathedral will
I
! '
!
i
r
f
ni follow as was St
u." t'. t j sine iy ail itum
dune 100 year
tyUvy a. hd titul t I
semi-tropic-

REFIGHT

WILL

FAMOUS

BATTLE

.Ca-bild-

d

of

t.'actlpn. In other words, of the total
white population, 153,000 are
or In part Spanish-Americawhile 215,000 are otherwise, not
including the 24,500 Indians.
Germans lead among the other
foreign nationalities, there being 7,305
of these in the state. English come
next with 4,000; then Italians, 3.400.
Irish, 3,350; Canadians, 3,100;
2,100; Scots 1,750; Danes, 320;
French, 900; Greeks, 210; Dutch, 24'i;
Hungarians, 320; Montenegrins, 175:
445;
Norwegians, 400; "Russians.
Spaniards, 192; Swedes, 98,1, Swiss,
510; Turks, 292; Welch, 31.
Texas contributed most heavily to
New Mexico's population among the
other states, a total of 37,000; Missouri is second with 14,000; Illinois
third with 9.400; then Oklahoma with
9.100: Kansas 7,600: Tennessee 5,900;
Kentucky, 5.800; Arkansas 5,700; Colorado 5,300; Iowa. 5,15.0; Ohio 5,000;
Indiana 4,400; Pennsylvania 3,300;
New York 2.900; Alabama 2,753; New
England states 1.450; Pacific states,
s

1,400.

WOULD

SELL

ROAD

Santa Fe, Oct. 20. District Judge
M C. Mechem this afternoon heard
the case of the A. T. and S. F. vs.
OIbu I.opS'Z, cOUliJy- treaurti', en
join the treasurer from selling the
railroad's property In Santa Fe coun
ty for taxes, which the company main
tains were Illegally levied. Judge Mechem sat for Judge E. C. Abbott.
Captain W. C. Reid appeared for the
railroad and Assistant District Attor
ney A. M, Edwards for the county
reasurer.
WADE LEAVES CRUCES

Santa Fe, Oct. 20.Assistant United
States Attorney E. C. Wade, Jr., has
sold his bungalow at Las Cruces, one
of the prettiest residences In that city,
to J. F. Eckert. Mrt Wade probably
will build himself a bungalow in Santa Fe.
JOHN

IS BUSY

Santa Fe, Oct. 20. John L. Zimmerman of the internal revenue service
today advertised for bids to weather
strip the windows and doors in the
federal building.
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'65c Fleece Lined Sleepers 45c
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Spanish-American-

Large and small women alike find
that it gives them the graceful lines
most fashionable now. In new shades
of green, brown, blue and black.

Copyliebt 19H

Our altrustle hature Impels love for the
cooing Infant. And at the same time
the subject of motherhood ia ever before
us. .To know what to do that will add
to the physical comfort of expectant
motherhood Is a subject that has Inter
ested most women of all times. On of
the 'real helpful things Is an external
abdominal application sold in moat drug
stores under the name of Mother's
Friend." We have known so many grandmothers, who in their younger days
relied upon this remedy, and who recommend it to their own daughters that It
certainly must be what Its name indicates. They have used it for its direct
Influence upon the muscles, cords, ligaments and tendons as It alms to afford
relief from tne strain and pain so often
unnecessarily severe during the period of
expectancy.
Every woman should mention "Mother's
Friend" when the stork is the subject of
conversation. An Interesting little book
Is mailed free upon application to, Brad-flel- d
405 Lamar Bldg.,
Co.,
Regulator
Atlanta, Ga. It refers to many things
women
that
like to read about.
Get or recommend a bottle of "Mother's
Friend"
and write for the booH,

.

cause it's universally
becoming
1056

JUDGE
FEDERAL
POPE SAYS
COURT HAS NO JURISDICTION
IN THE CASE

i

INTERESTING
GIVES
STATISTICS REGARDING
NEW MEXICO

KOEHLER

Value Service

"CASCAHETS" ALWAYS
STRAIGHTEN

YOU

UP

Clean Your Bowels and
End Headaches, Colds, Sour
Stomach

Get a

box now.

and women who can't get
who have headache,
right
feeling
coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath, didziness, can't sleep, are bil
ious, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered stom
ach, or have backache and feel worn
outt
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with. Cascarets, or merely forcing a
passageway every fe? days with salts,
cathartic ipills or castor oil
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested, fermenting food and foul
gases; take the excess bile from the
liver and carry out of tne system; all
the constipated waste matter and
poison in the bowels.
A Casearet
will straighten
box
you out by inornlllg a
from
will
Btore
7jrUg
your
keep
9j.
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular, end head clear for months.
Don't forget the children. They love
Castarets because they taste good
cevfT griiie or sicken. Adv.
You

voien
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Seally to learn language
Expert Says All Grammars Should
Discarded

Be

and Only Oral Method
Employed.

Languages can be acquired only
through the ear, says C. P. Erskine,
who believes that all school children
in America could easily be trained
to speak German and French almost
as fluently as English, if grammars
were discarded and the oral method
employed. He adds:
"None but native teachers should be
employed in our schools, since only
they can have the proper pronunciation; and children should begin to be
taught languages in their very first
year of schooling, since it is only in
their earliest years that they can acquire the desired pronunciation.
"It Is painful to think that the old
method of teaching languages by loading the student's mind with a jumble
of unnecessary rules is still employed.
The claim that such methods train the
mind is futile. There is no mental
training equal to that entailed in following nature's simple, pleasant and
economical processes. A man has as
much chance of learning how to swim
or how to play a viQlin by getting the
rules by heart from a manual of Instruction as of acquiring a language
by poring over a grammar. A man
can only sueak a
by thinking in it, and he can only learn to
think in it by speaking it."
BECOME

A

Santa Fe, Oct. 20. The following
pleaded not guilty today In the federal court: Abelino Rivera, trial set
fcr October 24; Mateo Vasquez, set
for October 23; Pablo Martinez,
for October 28; while a defendant
called as Jose Pacheco, asserted that
Ills name is Jacobo Pacheco, and his
attorney gave notice of a plea in
abatement which will be argued on
October 23.
Donaciano Gallegos was delivered by
the, United States marshal to iie
sheriff of Taos county, the indictment
against him for criminal assault beln?
dismissed by the federal court for
lack of Jurisdiction, Judge Pope hanl-in- g
down a lengthy opinion going into
the matter of the jurisdiction of the
state at length.
Hliario Ortiz was appointed
and Carlos F. Abreu, P.oyal
Easley and Eddy Delgado, bailiffs.
Florencio Martinez and German Tru-jillwere excused from jury duty be
cause they are over 60 years of ago,
and Harry Pierce, Simon Herzstein,
Marrly Morrison, R. J. Crlchton,. Francis E. Lester and A. J. Meloche were
excused for other reasons, after which
the petit jury was empaneled and the
wse against Harry Lester Davis,
charged with taking an automobile tire
after breaking the seal of a freight
err in interstate commerce at Gallup,
went to trial.
Intec-prete-

r,

j!
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TVe want all skin sufferers who have
suffered for many years the tortures of
disease and who have sought medical aid
In vain, to read this.
We, as old established druggists of
this community, wish to recommend re-to
you a product that has given many
lief and may mean the end of your
agony. The product is a mild, simple
wash, not a patent medicine concocted of
various worthless drugs, but a scientific
compound made of well known antiseptic
It is made in the D.D.D.
ingredients.
laboratories of Chicago and is called the
D.D.D. Prescription for Eczema.
This Is a doctor's special prescription
one that has effected many wonderful
cures.
K. D. GOODALL.

The effect of D. D. D. la to soothe Instantly, as soon as applied; then it penetrates the pores, destroys and throws
off all disease germs and loaves the
skin clean and healthy.
We are so confident of tho marvelous
power of D. P. D. that we "have taken
advantage of the manufacturers guare
bottle on
antee, to offer you a
trial. Tou are to Judge the merits of
the remedy in your own particular case.
If It doesn't help you, It costs you
nothing.
D. V. IX Soap Is made of the same
healing Ingredients. Ask us about It,
EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

spectiom trip to the surveying camp of
Group 39 at Carrizozo and of Group
40 at Ancho, where federal deputy surveyors, Douglas and Miller, are run-

Mrs. E. B. Shaw, Mrs. 12. V. Long,
and Miss Daum. During the evening
delightful solos were sung by Mrs.
F. L. Abbett, Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs.
A. F. Morrissette and Arthur Ringer.
Bishop Howden expressed himself
as pleased with the cordial welcome
given him by Las Vegas. He also de- -'

ning township lines.

BISHOP

UDEN

GIVEN

MOST CORDIAL WELCOME
RECEPTION IN HONOR OF
NW
EPISCOPAL
PRELATE IS
LARGELY ATTENDED

Las iVegasJ people are delighted
with Bishop F. B. Howden, new heal
of the Episcopal missionary district
of New Mexico, and Bishop Howden
is equally deliglxted with Las Vegan
pople. This was demonstrated last
night when a large number of people
of all denominations attended the reception in honor of the prelate at the
rectory of St. Paul's Memorial EpisRev. and Mrs. J. S.
copal church.
Moore, assisted by the members of
the Ladies' guild "and other workers
in the denomination, made the affair
COMPTON INSPECTING
delightful with their wholesome hosSanta Fe, October 20. Assistant Su- pitality.
perintendent of Surveys Alonzo B. On the receiving line were the fol- Compton returned today from an in- - lowing ladies: Mrs. William J. Mills,
o

full-siz-

clared the work being done by the rec
tor and members of St, Paul's cli'iroa
is highly satisfactory.
NEW DRUG COMPANY
thouSanta Fe, Oct. 2(X Twenty-fivsand dollars ts the capitalization of the
Rosser Drug company of Doming,
which filed incorporation papers today.
The shares are $100 at par and the
paid up capital ia $2,000. The incorporators and directors are: C. B. Ros-- !
P. M. Steed, three
ser, 15 shares;
shares; Carrie Rosser, two shares, all
of Deming.
The state corporation
commission today returned for signature the incorporation papers of a Rosf
well Realty company.
e

WILL PAVE PLAZA
Santa Fe, Oct, 20. Andrew PettiriL
a local contractor, was this forenoon
awarded the contract to pave the wsst
and east sides of the Plaza at $1.79
a square yard, and will begin work
tomorrow.
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TRIFLE WEARISOME

Platitudes to Which Librarians Have
to Listen Responsible for Many
of Their Gray Hairs.
"You don't mean to say you've read
all those books?"
"No, I haven't read Emerson for
years, but I never tire of him."
"Don't you love those little Shakespeare books? And he was such a
very great poet!" "What a wonderful writer Charles
Lamb was!"
"I have a confession to make. 1
Ave never read a line of philosophy.
But I mean to take It up some time."
"It's such a good Idea, your putting
Dickens, Thackeray and Scott to
gether. We certainly couldn't live
without them."
"Isn't that a beautiful edition! Of
course, you would never think of reading it."
"Yes, you are right not to have all
fine bindings. I like to feel my books
are friends, don't you?".
"I mppose you have the revised
version of the Bfble, also. Of course,
you wouldn't leave that out."
"What I like about the Bible is that
you can almost always understand It."
"I just adore poetry; I could spend
days on this shelf alone."
"Isn't it nice to think you can sit
here quietly and improve yourself, and
that you don't have to ride In a hot,
dusty auto."
"That's just the sort of a book I
like. It's such a beautiful color."
"I never could make up my mind
between Goethe and Schiller. They
are both so representative."
"Think of being surrounded all tho
time by such wonderful thoughts!"
Life.

Preliminary to Combat.
The teacher was instructing the
class la the rudiments of the English
language.
"John," the said, "make a sentence
using the word 'Indisposition.' "
John, who was evidently of a pugilistic turn of mind, assumed an aggressive pose and announced, "When
youse wants to fight you stands la dls
position." Youth's Companion.
Wild cats, such as have been caught
in Argyllshire, Scotland, are now rarities in Europe, though formerly they
ere Comparatively common in most
parts of the continent. The few sur
vtvorB occur mostly In Hungary and
occasionally in Spain and Greece. In
Spain, by the way, the animals build
nests In trees or among tall bamboos
for the rearing of their young, though
generally they prefer a crevice in
rocky country in which to make a lair.

How I Helped
My Husband to Make
More Money
New Ideas
'

By Wives Which
Have Built Men's Fortunes

One man got $75 a month; the wife got an
idea and
he is making a fat salary and
has $40,000 in the bank. Another wife's
idea has bought a whole ranch without
ready money. Another wife is multiplying
the family income by four. Scores of women
have been induced to tell their ideas in the
greatest series a magazine has ever printed
The first few are
to-d-

ay

IN THE NOVEMBER ISSUE OP

The Ladies Home Journal
Fifteen Cents a Copy, of All News Agents
Or, $1.50 a Year (12 issues) by Mafl, Ordered
Through Our Subscription Agents or Direct
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end. He now realizes that the poor
provement made In London finances
as well as the rich have a right to
is greatly aiding progress here. The
OF Lancashire cotton trade must also bemarry, and hastens to correct his error. This done, he goes to check
gin to resume ere long. The world
vast
Fern, leading one of his meetings.
outside of the war will still want
the influence little Lll has
the
Knowing
and
cotton
of
goods,
quantities
on her father, takes her and induces
present paralysis cannot continue InPink-ham- 's Fern to
give up his plans. Trotty and
definitely. British exports In August Made Well By Lydia E.
44,000,-00Richard are taken .prisoners by Sir
fell to
24,000,000 against
Vegetable Compound.
Joseph's servants and brought before
a year ago, while imports dropped
this despot, who. instead of compell56,000,000
severe
had
a
Pa.
in the same period from
"I
Philadelphia,
In September, how- case of nervous prostration, with palpi ing Trotty to submit to his terms, is
to
42,000,000.
PEOPLE ARE BUYING LESS OF
tation of the heart, himself forced to sign a document givever, there was an increase of nearly
NECESSITIES
AS WELL AS
constipation, head- ing the poor their rights.
2,500,000
3,000,000 in imports and
LUXURIES
aches, dizziness,
in exports compared with the precednoise in my ears,
month. German foreign trade has,
timid, nervous, resting
New York, Oct. 20. The fall of
FIRES
less feelings and
owing to
suffered
severely
however,
Antwerp created more or - less tem- the
merof
her
elimination
sleeplessness,
practical
" I read in the paporary depression In financial circles, chant' marine. Russia and Austria
STORE AT ALCALDE
where a young
the inference ."being that that event
per
have also lost much of their foreign
woman had been
would tend to prolong the war. All
trade. Ultimately the war will greatly
cured of the same
indications now point to a prolonged
stimulate American foreign commerce.
troubles hy taking THE STOCK OF A WELL KNOWN
course
of
of
which
the
effect
stiuggle,
MERCHANT IS ENTIRELY
are
home
at
conditions
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Commercial
Is anything hut encouraging. NeverDESTROYED
fur from satisfactory. The shock to Vegetable Compound so I threw away
medicines the doctor left me and betheless, the world is rapidly adjusting credit
from the war has en- the
resulting
itself to the new conditions. Great
gan taking the Compound. Before I
Santa Fe. I4. M., Oct' 20. Follow
forced a very material contraction in had
taken half a bottle I was able to sit
. improvement has taken, place in the
bvsiness operations. Consumption of up and in a short time I was able to do ing the aiteinpt on tne store or Uiicieac
credit situation, although money is
both luxuries and necessities, espe- all my work. Your medicine has proved awl Reuth near Spu Juan Pueblo and
ptill scarce to all classes of borrowof the carriage houss c.f
cially the former, is being severely cur- itself able to do all you say it will and I the burning
ers, and full rates of interest must tailed
in
recommended
have
household
it
D.
Clara
True, incendiaries Sunday
every
by the necessity for economy I have
lie expected for some time to come.
visited." Mrs. Mary Johnston, night succeeded in destroying the bis
in family expenses. At the same time 210
The difficulty in the money situation r.
Siegel Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
store and stock of fclias Clark at Alreliction is also being curtailed beIs not so. much the scarcity of funds
Another
Case.
Bad
calde.
Clark was wakened at 3 o'clock
new
to
enterprises
cause of the check
as the demoralized condition of credit
Ephrata, Pa. "About a year ago I a. in. by smoke in the room and found
the scarcity of orders arising from
and
was down with nervous prostration. I
and the uncertainties regarding the
the interior of the store a mass of
contraction of credit Thus the was
and weak and would have hyscollateral! These will doubtless he the
The building and contents
flames.
and tericpale
diminished
of
circles
employment
spells, sick headaches and a bad
removed as soon as conditions imwere
entirely destroyed. The stork
I was
diminished consumption is exercising pain under my shoulder-bladprove sufficiently to permit reopening its baneful influence. Decreasing under the care of different electors but was probably worth some $25,000. The
of the Stock Exchange. Those In conbank clearings and railroad earnings did not improve. I was so weak I could building, about 40 by B0 feet, containtrol are wisely lessening the restricstand long enough to do my dishes. ed a store room and two warerocni3.
are further testimony which cannot hardly
' Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaLlo Com- There Is no doubt the fire was started
tions upon trading little by little, thus
The
reaction.
business
of
be
ignored
ipermitting the market to adjust itself
pound has made me well and happy and
iron trade continues very dull, and I have begun to gain in weight and my inside and the low windows of the
and
operations.
gradual
quiet
by
warehouses made it easy to gain ac
that the
There has been a tremendous amount advices from Pittsburg report at be- face looks healthy now." Mrs. J. W. cess.
Feeling is reaching a high pitch
be
soon
will
No.
Pa.
R.
3,
running
Ephrata,
Hornberger,
of quiet liquidation since the war be- industry
talk
of vigilantes to run down the
ar,d
perlow 50 per cent normal. Building
If you want special advice write to
gan, and prices have already shown
criminals
d
responsible for the outwere
.
Co.
Medicine
Pinkhnm
fuUy
iu
(confmits
September
Lydia
material concessions; so that the reis
being heard.
If ss than a year ago. Such evidences idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will rages
adjustment of values to the war level
be
store was partially Insured
a
answered
read
and
Clark's
multiby
opened,
be
could
easily
is probably more complete "than real- of depression
woman and held iu strict confidence. It is understood he will rebuild.
cheerful
not
are
very
but
they
ized. It is welcome news to hear that plied;
as well to reis
the amount of loans by members of reading, and it just
Medicine
is
Congress is about to adjourn, and It Had Taken His Weight tn
impossible for such
the London Stock Exchange Is only member that.it
M. D. Faucett of Glllsville, Ga., says
adnews
the
hear
welcome
to
that
to continue for any is
he had taken his weight In medicine
about $410,000,000 and that the banks severe contraction
As soon as the ministration will not encourage any for headache and constipation
but
wlU probably carry these loans if the very lengthy period.
normal further attacks on big business and never used anything that did him so
them credit situation becomes more
will guarantee
government
good as Chamheriain's Tamers.
and more closely adjusted to the new the. intimation that its legislative plans much
against losses, which is not unlikely.
For sale by all dealers. Adv.
com
are
im
in
direction
his
on
practically
war,
by
The banking situation has unques- conditions brought
will follow. This may be plete. This should mean that for the
tionably improved. Foreign exchange provement
DELEGATES ARE NAMED
even some months dis- remaining portion of the present adat the moment is at a standstill. some weeks, or
should
more
Santa
the
term
ministration's
Fe, Oct. 2Q. Three delegates
country
of
a
depression
and
period
Progress is being made in the organiza- tant,
more
were
from
free
be
appointed today by Governto
be
disturbing
have
comparatively
tion of the federal reserve institutions or less severe may still
to the national celebraMcDonald
time
or
new
For
the
cannot
being
thereof
end
legislation.
the
and when this is accomplished, it will endured, but
tion at Chicago of the half century
safe
is
the
policy
this
In
conservatism,
only
Conditions
distant.
be
far
ha possible to further restore our
of negro freedom In the
can be emphatically as- regarding financial commitments. Unbanking system to normal by making country, it
can
be
war
all three delegates,
United
of
the
outcome
til
States,
the
There
sound.
are
Intrinsically
yiieparations for retirement of clear- serted,
Professor John
one
of
Mrs.
be
Dennis,
will
Laura
situation
the
foreseen
or no Inflation. Liquidation
ing house certificated and the emer- is little
Abraham
Mitchell,
the
But
Allen
Professor
and
or
less
weak
more
uncertainty.
all
Important
gency currency. These are events of has eliminated
been
war
has
shock
Albuquercmeans.
worst
being
safely
of
narvesi
This
spienma
years
thp more or lesa distant future, but spots.
of paused; the United States has less
it is necessary to take them into pros- - has placed the, agricultural classes
to lose and more to gain than any
1".
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nective calculations. The financing of
CAVvfv.(
a other nation, and in due time our foris
south
The
perhaps
recondition.
moment
RANCHER INJURED BY
cotton
at
the
the
crop is
owing to the mer prosperity will return, enhanced
exception,
,
of
the
attention
temporary,
serious
the
ceiving
market for its coiei mmifold by present adversity.
banking community, and it Is refresh- fact that the
PINCHFORK THRUST
HENRY CLEWS.
been seriously imhas
cotton,
govstnplo,
for
note
the
to
that
proposals
ing
tema
is
this
Even
disand
upset.
ernment aid are being generally
paired
this year's crop
LESTER FRANKLIN SAID TO HAVE
couraged and are giving way to more porary matter, and if
car. be successfully carried until Eu- DICKENS' PLAY AT
BEEN WOUNDED BY BUSplausible and sounder propositions.
more
The world's foreign trade is rapid- ropean and domestic spindles
TER WOODWARD
tormer activities,
ly recovering from the first shock of nearly resume their
TONIGHT
BROWNE
war.
Our own imports and exports the crop will undoubtedly be saved
Lester Franklin, a iuicher near
are showing gratifying .gains over from sacrifice such as now threatens.
Roy, was attacked by "Buster" Woodthere was
CHIMES" IS ONE OF THE ward last Friday afternoon during a
August and September. In imports the It i3 also to be noted that
as de- 'THE
ill
fall
commodities,
a
decided
In
PICexports
increase was $9,436,060 and
BEST SHUBERT-BRADdispute that is s?,'d to have arisen ov r
Bradstreefs index
45,831,000 over last month, the ex- monstrated! by
the watering of tho'tr horses, according
PRODUCTIONS
TURE
cess of exports in September being number which stood at 9.2416 October
to a report that has leacusj here.
for a
firet, compared with 9.7577
?1C,900,000, against an excess of
in five acts, is the Franklin received two wounds, one
"The
Chimes,"
in imports during August. The month ago. Of the list of articles in Shubert-Brad- y
offering at the Browne with a pitchfork through his hand and
50 relarge orders received by American cluded in this index number,
only. Following is a the other a knife thrust In the lung.
theater
tonight
concerns for military supplies will ceded, only 10 advanced and 45 re- synopsis of this wonderful Dickens He is in the care of Roy physicians
serve to materially swell shipments mained stationary. The decline in production, which i3 one of the se- who think thaf if there are no comabroad. In August and September our food stuffs was a conspicuous fea- ries of World Film corporation offer- plications, such as blood poison or
cotton shipments fell off about 1,000,-00- 0 ture. Textiles and metal products ings that is making such a hit in the pneumonia, he stands a fair chance to
bales. This loss will be partly also declined, and while up to this local movie house:
recover.
TiJtde good when the sterling exchange date reactions have been confined to
Little is known'of the affair here,
tho license messenVreck,
Trotty
situation is rectified and arrange- the wholesale markets, there is no ger, reconsiders his promise to allow for though Woodward went to Roy and
ments are made for financing the reason why in duo season the mar-- the marriage of his daughter Meg to surrendered to the officers, it develThe world Is still suffering , kets should not feel tne aavaniage Richard, after heing advised by Al- oped that the assault was committed
OTop.
more from financial dislocation than of lower prices and a cheapened cost derman Cute that it is a sin for the just over the Union county line, and
from the war itself, and the rapid im- - of living when retailers fall into line.
so is out of the jurisdiction of this
poor to wed.
judicial district. He was turned over
After his day's labors, he meets
to the Union county officers.
infant
daughter
his
Fern with
Lillian seeking shelter from the authorities who have theratened to
a
lime HEAR DEATH
hand him. The
man takes them to"his humble home
for the night.
BY SMOTHERING
Far after midnight, Trotty, seated
the
soothed
and
by
by the fireside
Stale bread is transchimes, falls asleep and dreams.
delectformed
His dream first takes him to the But Husband!, With Aid cf Cardui,
when you
able
belfry of the old church, where the
Effects Her Deliverance.
spirit of the crimes chides him for
should
not,
he
done
something
having
serve
"
and endeavors to Bhow what the con
V
Draper, N. C Mrs. Helen Dalton, ol
sequences might be, by picturing the this
place, says: "I suffered for years,
future in his vision, Trotty sees his with nains in mv left side, and would
to death.
daughter living in poverty and acting often almost smother
Medicines patched me up for awhile
as mother to Fern's daughter Lil, now
but then 1 would get worse again. Finalf
grown to girlhood Fern In prison for ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
liis demonstration against the rich, try Cardui, lhe woman's tonic, so he
me a bottle and I began using it
and Richard, a drunkard from disap- boughtme
more good than ail the mediIt did
IndeeJ
visits
"Sweet"
Home,
Make Home,
pointment. Sir Joseph Bowley
cines 1 had taken.
the little home and offers to adopt
I have induced many ot tny friends to
Bread pudding is another
Lil, but instead, mistreats her so that try Cardui, and they all say" they have
never
economical dish that's simply destie is compelled to escape, hut finally oeen beneiiied by its use. There
will be,- - a medicine
never
and
I licious when Log Cabin Syrup is
been,
las
upon promise from Sir Joseph to free to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it ia
FRENCH TOAST
used as dressing.
her father, gives herself up to him, 1 good medicine for all womanly trouBeat one egg in deep plate, I!
I Order of vour crocer
i
always sold
only to be ejected in time from his bles."
lf
add
cup of milk, and
For over 50 years, Cardui has been
fine home with an unfortunate infant.
in full measure
woman's sufferings and building
a
pinch of salt. Dip bread in
from
to
dies
and
Shfe
back
Meg
goes
cans.
weak women up tc health and strength.
the mixture and fry to a golden
the effect of her
leaving
IF you are a woman, give it a fair trial,
' I
brown in hot frying pan, we'J
The Towle Maple Products Co.
the Infant to Meg, who in turn Is
t should surely help you, as it has s
I
or
dripbutter
with
PeopfeGBUg.,Chic
pressed
to leave her homo due to pov- nillion others.
' tJsHociiurtri
PsfineriMi St. Paul. Minn.
"
Spread with butter
pings.
"
Get a bottle cf Carditi
J
. JohmbtUT.
erty.
6i.J serve hot, with Log CaWa
"'r
t t
Vwmont
WrtH U: ChaKunoepa Medid,.
Going to the bridge, Meg attempts
Co, tdi
Syrup.
biMMianonrt. Teim., far Sftcial
to end all for hereeTf and Infant. At Advisory Dt
on your ea?t em
boatf, "hof e
this point Trotty's dream comes to an frsaUBent for Woiriea.'" iii j.h4ji wcaypar. H.u, li
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CONGRESSMAN SHOWS THAT HE
IS ALIVE TO THE BIG ISSUES
OF THE DAY

Santa Fe, Oct. 20. Congressman H.
B. Fergusson has expressed to Gover
nor McDonald 100 tulip and 211 nar cissus bums ror fceautirying
the
grounds of tho capitol and executive

Check Kidney Trouble at Once
There Is such ready action In Foley
Kidney Pills, you feel their healing
from the very first dose. Backache,
weak, core kidneys, painful bladder
and irregular action disappear with

Try this
French toast recipe

klnd-hearte-

into a
treat,
make French toast
with
and

TOWLES

CANE AND.

MAPLE SYRUP

r7i
one-ha-

corn-polle- d

to-d-

'

fnxtrtn-Hon-

s

Adv.

PUBLIC SALE
I will sell al
auction at the old Forsvthe place on
jyI South Pacific public Las
Street,
Vegas, N. M., on Thursday Oct.
nwinij rlpcrrikpfl cfnrLf

mansion.

One year old Hereford Bull
One 16 month's Hereford Bull
Would You Believe It?
People often accept statements with
5 year old steer
One
a sort of mental reservation as much m
23
head
as to say, "I am not convinced," which a
coming 2 year old
ieaas us 10 remam tnai mere is nosteer's
thing that will so thoroughly satisfy
7 head of calves over 6,months
excellence
of
Chamber
the
of
you

lain's Cough Remedy as a personal
trial. Mrs. John Fishton, Peru, Ind.,
who used this remedy in her family
for the past ten years, says of It, "I
always give Chamberlain's Cough Rem
edy to my children when sick with
coughs or colds. I like It better than
any other because they take It will
ingly and It Is free from narcotics. It
has never failed to give Immediate
relief." For Bale by all dealers. Adv.

of coming 2 and 3
year old heifers
34 cows without calves

These cattle are mostly high grade Herefords.
stock, are vaccinated against Black Leg,

All young

Sale to commence at 9:30 o'clock A. M. sharp
TEtl.HS OF SALE: CASH
A.

II. GERARD,

F.

J.

E, E. GEBRING,

WESNER,

Auctioneer.

Clerk.

Prop.

n

family at Cerrlllos, and Miss Manue-lit- a
Becker, were married yesterday
"
morning at the cathedral by Vicar
General Antonio Fourchegu.

GOAL

'ACJ-

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

You will like their positive action.
They have a tonic effect on the bowels, and give a wholesome, thorough
cleaning to the entire bowel tract.

SWASTIKA COAL

Stir the liver to healthy activity and
'
keep stomach sweet. Constipation,
headache, dull, tired feeling never-- affect those who use Foley Cathartic
Tablets. Only 25c O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Store. Ad?.
NEW NOTARIES

sides
17 head

6 head of ranch horses

PROMINENT FOLK WED
Santa Fe. Oct. 20. L. J. Sandoval,
scion of a leading
Spanish-America-

4 cows with calves by their

old

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Foot mtMmln

Dm

GOD OH

VJm'G

NAMED

Santa Fe, Oct 20. The following
were appointed notaries public today
Herman J.
by Governor McDonald:
Bostwick, El Vado, Rio Arriba county;
W. R. McGill, La Lande, Ttoosevelt
county; Robert C. Alford, Raton; John
Franklin C.
Venable, Albuquerque;
Snow, Carlsbad.

1

V

- J

Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
If not
They hang on all winter
checked, and pave the way for serious

throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take it freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,

V

1

Adv.
NEW LAND SELECTIONS
Santa Fe, Oct. 20. Governor Mc
Donald today signed a large number of
state land selections in all parts of the
state, some of them quite large tracts
that are desired for leasing or for

I
I

'

"if?

ftf'
;r

Si

J

.jl

purchase.

The state land office, like several I
other offices at the capitol, finds itself too crowded for comfort, but can 1
get no aditional room for its large II
clerical force.

Hii.iiiiiiiunniiiiiMHiiiHiiiiiiiiijiiii:!;

"Does Yo' All Drink Coffee?"
Then here's your opportunity to secure

To the Public
used a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy last winter for a severe bronchial cough and can conscientiously say that I never took a
medicine that did me so much good,"
writes Mrs. G. W. Andrews, Andrews,
Ind. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
"I

ENRIQUE
FORMER

$7.00 "THER.MAX"

A

Electric Coffee Percolator for $5.08
and If you'll bring your old coffee pot we will allow you ft. 00
for it, making the price

$4.98

II. SALAZAR,

'

vV!l-ia-

their use. O.- - Palmer, Green Bay,
Wis., says :"My wife Is rapidly recovering her health and strength, d;i-solely to Foley Kidney Pills," O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drag Store.

These percolators have a patented pumping process which entirely does away with boi lug and Its harmful results. In less
than two minutes after the current is turned on the water begins circulating through the coffee and by the time the boiling
point is reached percolation is completed and the coffee ready
to server Just.
There's no work and no fuss, just a "twitch of the switch' and
the percoiater does the rest. Inexpensive to operate as you can

VEGAN, DEAD

WAS PUBLISHER OF EL INDEPEN-DIENTON WEST SIDE FOR
SEVERAL YEARS

E

Enrique H. Salazar, for many years
a resident of Las Vegas, but for the
past four years United States land
receiver at Fort Sumner, N. M., died
in a hospital at Albuquerque Sunday
night. Mr. Salazar was a
newspaper man and publisher of the
West side, having been editor of El
Indepondiente.
of Alberto
He was a brother-in-laSerrano ?nd Mrs. G. M. Gutierrez of
this city. Mrs. Gutierrez and Mr. and
Vrs. Alberto Serrano left for Santa
Fe today to attend the obsequies, ths
body having been taken to that city
for Interment.

make five cups of coffee for less than

NO INQUEST

cent.

Take advantage of this offer Now,
See demonstration of this Percolator at Stearns' Grocery
Ing Coffee Week
j

well-know-

;

Tho

"1 510

Upfio I i"M """I P"' -- i

HELD

Santa Fe, Oct 20. For permission
to bury, without coroner's inquest, a
tramp who had been found dead by
railroaders In a Santa Fe pump house
at Dalles, Valencia coxmty, Superin
tendent It. H. TuUle tlegraphed Governor McDoimld today from Wlnslow,
Ariz. The telegram stated that the
coroner at Los Lunas was ill and that
the Justice of the peace at Los Chavez
could not be reached to hold an inquest and that there were sanitary
reasons for no longer Maylnsc burial.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

faun
to many a man
n
la nn
be wondered that the workingmen of
today are waking up to the fact that
as long as the democratic party is in
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This lesson has com
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power nothing better can be expected
than what is now being endured.
It is but the repetition of history
and this is the second time that it has
been forced upon the knowledge of
the people of this country within the
last quarter of a century.
There is no use in arguing the thing
in any other way. The facts are here
and the conditions cannot be changed
by calling them psychological or sentimental, or anything else.
Money is scarce. Business men are
hoarding their money, because they
are fearful of what is coming next.
Railroads are not building a mile of
road, and the employes are being
thrown out of work. Private individ
uals are living just as closely as they
possibly can. The whole condition is
flMiinl nnrt riot in ntiv rpiira the result
of wrong thinking, or wrong judgment.
It Is not psychological, but actual!.
It is the most real thing that ever the
people stacked up against. It is destructive.
The wage earners of America are
beginning to see the light clearly and
the organization which has been formed will do an immense amount of good
in bringing the members of it to realconditions
ize the actual, desperate
which democratic control has brought
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OUR.
OPTICAL DEPARTMENT

Second: Can I get it when I want it?
Third: Will my bank be able and willing to give me financial aid
when I need it?
With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.

DOCTRINE

i

-

oints

To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

hearty welcome 10 the city, is whether we sufficiently apply those same
ideas to the body of municipal law
entered t tha postoffice at Eaet
which we seek to administer. Cita
tAB Vegas, "New Mexico for trans-ttisiOtions seem to play so much larger roll
Statet
United
the
through
new than principles. There was a
SMUis
second class matter.
time when the thoughtful eye of the
judge rested on the changes of social
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
circumstances and almost palpably
Dally, by Carrier
saw
the law arise out of human life.
.0&
ffr Copy
Have we got to a time when the only
fce Wee
way to change law is by statute?
66
One Month
Tbe changing of the law by statute
One Year
seems to me like mending a garment
Dally, by Mall
with a patch; whereas law should
$6.00
Cme Tear (In advance)
grew by the life that is in it, not by
8.00
fix Montua (in advance)
the life that is outside of it. I should
7.00
Year (In arreara)
hate to think that the law did not
3.50
Six Months (in arrears)
derive its Impulse from looking forward rather than from looking backWEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ward, or rather, that it did not derive
GROWER
its instruction from looking about and
12.00
e Yetx
seeing what the circumstances of men
L00
tlx Montha
actually are and what the impulses of
about.
justice necessarily are.
The time does not demand so much
"Understand me, gentlemen, I am
man
vavanct
tor
in
(Can
the offering of theories, such as the not.
'
venturing in this presence to im
Subscriptions.)
progressive party is passing out, but peach the law. For the present, by
Remit by cnecK, aran or mouoj of
the
legislation and conrder. If aent otherwise we will ot structivepractical which have been al- tbe force of circumstances, I am in
policies
I t'rt the embodiment o the law, and
M responsible for loss.
ways wrought out by the republican it would be very awkward to disavow
on
application.
Specimen copies free
a aivj
.
"'party.mj'tfclf, but I do wish to make this
The fact that the men- of the counintimation, that in this time of world
AT
DISCONTINUED
ALL PAPERS';
try have come to fully understand changes, in this time in which we are
EXPIRATION OF TIME
these things is the hope of the future.
St.ing to find out just how, in what
PAID FOR
New Mexico State Record.
particulars and to what extent the
o
eal facts of human life and the real
Advertisers are guaranteed the
nx.ral judgments of mankind prevail.
it is worth while looking inside our
largest daily and weekly circulation THEV PICKED OUT THE
tl any newspaper in northern New
municipal law and seeing whether tne
are made
lexica
FAVORABLE REPORTS moral judgments of mankind
square with every one of the? judgments of the law itself. For I be
TELEPHONES
lieve that we are custodians, not of
Main 2
business Office .
(Continued from Page One)
but of a spirit. We are
commands,
1
Main
.
.
Newa Deoartment
custodians of tho spirit of righteous
ness, of the' spirit of equal handed
sedations, asked Mr. Willard if it justice, of the spirit of hope whitli
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1914.
were no true that the years picked by believes in the
perfectibility of the
the
railroads for comparison to show law, with the perfectibility of human
NOT
FEKGUSSOX
Mlt.
failure of new investments to earn life itself:
LOAFING
were the only years
and return
"Public life, like private life, would
Those people who keep insisting that
The be a
result.
show
would
that
thai
very dull and dry matter if it
Mr. Fergusson is doing nothing in
1910
vi ere not for this belief in tbe essenoitrolv aro. TliisnVpn Thft statement compared figures for
and 1913.
tial beauty of the human spirit and
Optic has been informed that the conMr. Thome read figures for 1913 and the belief that the human spirit could
sent
state
this
has
just
gressman from
for several other years, both before be translated Into action and into or
lo Santa Fe some handsome flower and after 1910, which
showed earn
dn ance. Not entirely. You cannot go
bulbs to be placed upon the capitol
on
Mr.
Willard did
lew
ings
capital.
will
come
faster than you can advance chfc
we
In
to
any
years
grounds.
and
not
read
his
the
figure
challenge
look at these beautiful posies and call
atrage moral judgments of the mass.
closed.
but you can go at least as fast as
attention of visitors to the activity of
Mrf Fergusson:
that, and you can see to it that you do
PEACE IN BASEBALL
o
not lag behind the average moral
of the mass.
judgments
Chicago, Oct. 20. A tentative plan
THE WAGE EARNERS ARE
in' my life dealt with all
"I
have
war
between
for
baseball
in
the
peace
REPUBLICANS
' conditions of men, ana J
sorts
and
baseball and the Federal
Industrial safety tor the American organized been
found' that the flame of moral
has
reported, according bsve
league
In
workers, first, last and all the time.
to a statement made here today by judgments burned just as bright
Made in American
life
limited
and
humble
man
of
the
Charles Weeghman, head of the local
Trade In America,
as in the scholar and the
Federal league club.
Weeghman experience
effort
A conscientious
to support
And I would like 'his
man
affairs.
of
would not make public the plan at this
home industries and thereby help keep
be beard, not os a
to
voice
always
it
moment, but announced
had been
our workers steadily employed.
in his cwn
as
not
speaking
settled in a long distance telephone witness,
In all our expenses keep in mind the
were
ne
ms
as
u
but
voicj m
ease,
conversation last night between him
courts
test interests of our own country.
of jus
our
in
men
in
general,
self and August Herrmann, chairman
isiever rorgec tnat wnen you miy a
of the law
voice
as
the
well
as
tice,
of the National Baseball commission.
what the law has
foreign made article your own country The
plan was discussed at a meeting yers remembering
is the poorer.
is
that being stirred
been.
My
hope
here today of Federal league officials
Boom and consume American-mad:.- :
to the depths by the extraordinary
and will be taken up Friday and
products.
at the annual meeting of the in circumstances of the time in which
We pin our faith in an, adequate proclub owners in New York. we live, we may recover from tho3
tective tariff, because we believe in dependent
depths something of a renewal of that
; ,.
safety first
of law with which men may he
The above are the slogans adopted
to have started out In the
supposed
ty the new organization known a' the GIRLS! DRAW A MOIST old days of the oracles, who comNational Republican Association of
muned with the intimations of
''
Labor Men,
CLOTH THROUGH HAIR
.
The laboring men of Massachusetts
and other portions of the country
have been studying the industrial con- Try This! Hair Gets Thick, Glossy,
ditions in the United States, and have
NEW PASTOR WELCOMED;
Wavy and Beautiful at
come to the conclusion that the only
Once
hope of a. revival of business and their
OID FAREWELL
'own salvation lies in the return to Immediately ? Yes ! Certain ? that's OLD ONE
the joy of it. Your hair becomes light,
power of the republican party.
They have organized a national as- wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as RECEPTION AT THE METHODIST
sociation for the purpose of carrying soft, lustrous and beautiful as' a young
CHU RCH FRIDAY .NIGHT TO ; BE
'
on a campaign of study for their own girl's after a, Danderlne hair cleanse.
i
BRILLIANT, EVENT
benefit, knowing that the policy of the Just try this moisten a cloth with a
democratic iparty means their destruc- little Danderine and carefully draw it
The reception planned by the memtion, as the failure of a chance to win through your hair, taking one small bers of the First Methodist church
a livelihood can spell nothing else. strand at a time. This will cleanse for Rev. E. C. Anderson for Friday
They know that the history of the the hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil, evening at the church has been ex
last few years is pregnant with events and in just a few' moments you have panded to include a welcome to the
that teach in language and fact that doubled the beauty of your hair. A de- - new pastor, Rev. Royal A. simonds,
rannot be misunderstood, that the suc- llghtful surprise awaits those whose of Knoxville, Tenn., who will arrive
cess of all workingmen lies in republ- hair has been neglected or is scraggy, in Las Vegas on the day of the recepican success and that the coming Into faded, dry, brittle or thin. Besides tion. A program has been arranged
power of the democrats always brings beautifying the hair, Danderine dis-di- for the evening. The Rev. Norman
;iftcr.
solves every particle
of dandruff; Skinner will make a brief address on
There la nothing so strong as the, cleanses, 'purifies and invigorates the behalf of the ministerial association,
and there will be music by Mrs. O'- t if
falling hair, but what will please you Malley's sextette. Mrs. Frank Rei- re
not hi
that teaches so hit- - .most will be after a few weeks' use. man will sing, and probably other
i i t
if r
t
,i a nrces upon, when you see
new hair fine and mimlxsrs will be added to the prof
t 1
f r no matter down" v at. first- - VAfl Hilt rOfllltf Mow gram before Friday evening arrives.
i ne may r, iht for existence, hair
growing ail over the scalp. It Mr. Simonds has a family, whirh
h tions are a a ii t m and he you care for pretty, soft hair,
andjots will follow him to Las Vegas shortly,
i a ti 1 in the itu itlon by of it, m. :.'' gei a 25 cent bottle of Mrs. Simonds and tbe three children
o't ti ihe rolitKil party Knowlton's Danderine from any drug remaining in Knoxville for the pres' 1c f tr ill" state' of store or toilet counter
and just try it) ent to settle minor matter in connecAdv.
tion with the move west.

u
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NEW LEGAL

is the most complete in the state and
for prompt grinding and repairing is
excelled by none.
.Work sent us by mail is returned
by the first return post.

& Trust Company
eoples Bank
Capital and Surplus
$125,000.00

0

Robert J. Taupert

'.

I. as

Jeweler and Optician
.
.
New Mexico
Vegas,

Las Vegas to Antonchico, 32 miles;
Bone and wife brought suit to
Las
of
Vegas to Vaughn; 75 milts; Las
to
title
their
quiet
interest in the Vegas to Ro&well, 170 miles.
County Commissioner John H. York
grant, and a decree of court was entered at that time quieting the title and Road Commissioners George Hi.
Hunker, Sostenes Delgado and Robert
n them of this interest.
J.
Taupert made up the delegation
Mr. Veeder claims that this decree
was
valid as to
for he was from Las Vegas to Antonchico Sunday.
1611,

"Gel Together

11

Republican Campaign Song

O

Q

The following "Get Together" song was written by H. W. Charles of
St. Louis; it is full of good campaign argument and is sung to the tune of
"Marching Through Georgia":
Lincoln for his country's union led and won the fight,
And his spirit is at work his party to unite,
Guiding it to lasting friendship, justice, truth and right,
While we are getting

not
nim,
not made a party to the suit. The
case probably will occupy several
days. Messrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., and
H. W. Clark appear for Santiago Bone
and wife, and E. E. Veeder and John
D. W. Veeder for the intervenor.

MARKETS
KANSAS

NEW BRIDGE

CITY

LIVE STOCK

WILL GO

Kansas City, Oct. 20. Hogs, receipts
Market lower. Bulk $6.90
!:' CHORUS
?6.25
7.20;
IN EARLY IN 1915 6.75. heavy $7.15i7.35; pigs
Hurrah! hurrah! we bring prosperity!
Hurrah! hurrah! we march to victory!
'Cattle, receipts 17,000. Market steaPrime fed steers $9.6010.75;
So we sing the chorus, which resounds from sea to sea,
dy.
WILL
ANTONCHICO
CROSSING AT
western steers $G.608.75; calves
r'
While we are getting
MAKE NEW, ROSWELL
$0.5010.50.
ROUTE POSSIBLE
Free trade and too many laws bring on hard times galore.
Sheep, receipts 16,000. Market highChance for work is growing less and still the prices soar;
At a,,ineeting of members of the er.. Lambs $77.50; yearlings $5.25
Confidence and hopeful courage we again restore,
yjaughn Commercial club, the San Mi
While we are getting
;
guel county road board and board of
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
commissioners' at Antonchico
county
"' '"
r' ' '
Oot. 20. Although wheat
buildchorus
or
were
Chicago,
made
the
Sunday plans
ing of a new highway which will shodt-e- developed some weakness today in
Democrats crushed industries from Dixieland to Maine,
the route to Roswell by many the early dealings, the market afterBut united we defeat them in the next campaign;
miles.
The Vaughn representatives ward showed a decided rally. After
.1(jrti
Efforts to keep us apart will fail and he in vain,
said that Guadalupe county will build opening a half cent off to a half cent
While we are getting
,
a much needed bridge at Antonchico up, the market suffered a material
early in the. coming spring, and the decline all around and then recoverCHORUS
San Miguel county folk said they ed with May scoring a fresh gain, with
Tho
would see that the portion of the road December not keeping pace.
cent net
Countless voices rise and ring: With free trade we go wrongire
in this county leading to Antonchico close was week Hi to 1
Fair protection makes the country prosperous and strong!
is put in the best of shape. This high- lower.
Far and near the shouts go up, we hear them roll along,
Favorable weather eased off corn.
way is made difficult to travel by high
..While we are getting
The
opening, which ranged from
centers, but there are no bd hills,
to
cent rise, was followcent
lower
road
can
and
the
commission
it
'
thinks,
"
CHORUS
",.
moderate
a
::
general sag. The
little diffi- ed by
get it in good shape with
'
weak'
cent under
to
at
was
close
culty.
j,, .
Home made goods for home consumption under freedom's sky!
On the other side of Antonchico last night.
- Good old times for one and
all, where freeman's banners fly!
Profit taking by longs had a dethere is a stretch of road five miles
From the heart and from the soul we to the shouts reply,
in length which will prove somewhat pressing effect on oats.
.ir
"While we-ari .... ..j
....
getting
Lower quotations for; hogs carried
difficult of reduction- - to? a "passable
down
provisions.. The closing quostate, but John Hicks of Santa' Rosa,
'
CHORUS
,.
a member of the Guadalupe county tations were:
Wheat, Dec. 1.14 f May 1.20.
road
commission, declared that he
A COLD COOKED HIM
Corn, 67 ; May 70 i
would begin the work at once." Mr.
OF
May 52.
Venice, Italy, Oct, 19 (Via Paris, BEMIFIGATION
Oats, Dec.
Hicks has a reputation for doing good
Oct. 20). General Auffenburg, who
Pork, Jan. ,$18.77.
road work and his presence at the meet
'
was removed from the commaud of
Lard, Nov. $10.27; Jan. $9.92.
CEMETERY IS OBJECT ing Sunday was appreciated. " The pro
Third
has
the
Austrian army,
explainRibs, Jan. $9.80.
posed new road In Guadalupe county
ed in an interview published in the
will follow a direct line from Vaughn
Este Usagu, of Budapest, that he IN EFFORTS TO RAISE MONEY, to Antonchico. The table of distances
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
for the new highway is as follows:,
caught a severe cold which was folHOWEVER, MASONs'WILL
office.
Optic
lowed
intertinal troubles and that
10,000.
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PROVIDE A GOOD TIME

as a consequence his command was
given another officer. General Auf
Tonight in the rooms of the Comfenburg is now at home awaiting the mercial club will occur the dance to
final notification of the emperor in be
given by the Masonic Cemetery
his case,
association for the purpose of raising
funds for the improvement of the Masonic burying ground.
Good music
Homon System Injured will
be provided, and, as a large number of tickets have been sold, it is
declared
that 150 couples will be presOne
Coffee
of
By
Cup
ent During the dancing, those who
do not care to glide or walk or hesiITS CONSTANT USE TENDS TO IN- tate will
have an opportunity to play
CREASE FATIGUE PRODUCTS
cards in the Masonic rooms on the
SAYS KANSAS CITY PHYfloor above the Commercial club quarSICIAN
ters. Refreshments will be served In
this part of the building.
The constant use of coffee and tea
s
in
tends to increase
tho human system, says Dr, G.' Wilse
CLAIM-THENEVER
Robinson, of the University Medical
College, Kansas City, Mo.
"Caffeine is use in coffee and tea as
GAVE VEEOER DEED
a beeyrage for its stimulating effects.
Even in small' doses, one cup of coffee
or tea per day, the general results of SANTIAGO BONE AND WIFE TESthe' action of caffeine upon ihe' nervTIFY REGARDING MORA
ous system are to Increase the : Trri fa
'
- GRANT INTEREST
'
; -''

7AISH COMFORTS
Our Collection of

Comforts

PrettyMaish

includes perhaps the best assortment of
colors we have eytr. had the pleasure of
showing you. They are made of the best
silkoline and have the added feature of
being

fatigue-'product-

v

Y

i

Mif;of,;the brains

'order to respond to the. stimulation of regular doses of caffeine,
nerve and muscle tissue must "draw
upon their reserve energy, and they
must do their work in the presence
an excessive quantity of toxic
of
fatigue products, and both of these
conditions tend to exhaustion and
of function.
"Caffeine la not a food to nerve or
mupcle tissue. It does not increase
the elimination of fatigue proucts, hut
does increase their production."
n

NOTE Too much cannot be said In
favor of the value of an Invigorating
mernlng drink, especially during colder weather but the drink must not
INSTANT
be harmful. The
PCSTUM, while resembling the better
grade of Java In flavor and appear-anc- e
is pure, wholesome and wholly
free from the coffee drugs 'ca'feine'
and 'tirtnin' and is rap'dfy taking the
place of coffee as a taM.i beverage
for rsssons of health. Adv.
food-drin-

In the. matter of the interyvnt'on
of Elmer E. Vecde- - in the Mom.
grant case, which Wdf cu trial before
Jucigo D. ,T. Leahy in chambers this morning, Mr. Veeder cla'ma
in
'ono twentife'h of
derivJd
ttitst in the Mora
through Santiago Bone and wif3 of
Vatrous, p) d amounting to about 500
acres of land, by virtue ,of a deed
of June,
made on the twenty-fiftlf.77, in which Santiago Bone and
wife sold and transferred their title
and interest in the Mora errant to
Pedro Valde., who later conveyed it
to his brother, Pablo Valdez; through
Pablo Valdez the purchase was made
fey Elmer VS. Veeder.
Santiago Rone and. who, who were
present in court, denied ever having
made the original deed of June 25,
1S77 to Pedro. Valde.. .They testified
that they never knew anything about
the execution of such a deed, and that
it was never made by them. Later, in

D,lrict

LIGHT AND WARM

$3,0043.50 and $400
Wmen's :Suits and ,Drebses.
Women who

find themselves in need of
winter apparel will save time by coming

here first, though the superiority of ours
will be more impressive if you shop around.
Here the best values will be found, here
best assortments at moderate prices,

.n-ht- ,
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Donald Hart left last night for a
short vacation visit in El Paso.
Thomas Walton of Mora is in Las
Vegas today on a r,iiort business trip;
J. H. Kelly returned to Las Vegas
'last
night after a three weeks' trip to
a
on
Is
bore
E. J. Huery of Denver
I
points in Texas.
business visit.
(Continued from Paga One)
Mr. and Mrs. Luis Ortiz have reIX W. King of Tucumcari is in the
in
San
visit
two
weeks'
turned from a
city for a brief stay.
"Nearly all the Italian volunteer deDiego and other points in California.
is
M. S. Cook of St. Iouis
among
fense
of
army have returned to Italy durM. R. Williams, superintendent
the more recent arrivals.
the
last few days. French recruiting
left
Santa
Fe
the
for
railway,
bridges
W. S. Watson of Denver is stopping
for California last night on a business ing officers are spending considerable
at one' of the local hotels.
sums of money to bring about the en
trip to cover several weeks.
C. W. Haggard of Oklahoma ia in
Bias Sanchez, who has been la Las listment of the fisher people residing
Las Vegas for a short stay,
Vegas for a few days in. attendance on the French and Belgian coasts.
J. B. Hunter of Kansas City is in on the
county republican convention, These men are to be organized as
Las Vegas for a brief stay.
left today on train No. 10 for his home sharp shooters.
VL W. Rosenthal of Rochester, N. Y.,
in Wagon Mound.
"Peter Nasen, a well known Danish
is among the more recent arrivals.
A.. W. Garverick, who has
been authority, has declared that the renW. N, Friend of St. Louis was
working in the office of Superintend- dering of assistance t6 Germany's
among the hotel arrivals yesterday.
ent F. L. Myers of the Santa Fe rail- enemies by Japanese, Indians and AfJ. D. Bright and G. Beeson of Mor- way, left
today for his home in Dem-ing- . ricans, is suicidal, in view of the polrill, Neb., are in the city for a. brief
John Bain of Boston will take icy of the white races. The time may
stay.
Mr. Garverick's place.
come, he says, when the white race of
Mark Bunnell, a business man of
Rt. Rev. Frederick
B, Howden, Europe and the Americans will have
Detroit, is in Las Vegas on a brief bishop of the Episcopal missionary dis- to
join together in opposition "to these
business visit.
trict of New Mexico, left this after Orientals.
H, O. Simmons of Trinidad is stop- noon for Watrous, where
"The French newspaper L'Actton
tonight he
ping at one of the hotels while look- will confirm a class. The bishop was Francais admits that the war means
ing after business affairs here.
accompanied by Rev. .1. S. Moore, pas- the financial triumph of Germany, at
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of tor
of St. Paul's Memorial church of one time considered a poor country,
Shoemaker arrived in Las Vegas yes this city, who has Deen instructing the over
France, formerly the banker of
terday afternoon for a brief stay.
confirmation class at Watrous. Bishop the world.
Mr. and Mrs. Ammon White and two Howden has been
ia Las Vegas for
"The London report publithed in
sons of Independence, Mo., are among several
New York city that the success of the
days on church business.
the more recent tourist arrivals in Las
German war loan was made possible
Vegas.
only
by the government's s 'zlng deUNHEALTHY
ALBUQUERQUE
H. D. Galles and W- - Weinman of Al- t
in private banks is absu;d. No
posits
buquerque arrived in Las Vegas this
Albuquerque, Oct. 20 Six cases of private deposits have been Eeized.
morning for a short stay. They are scarlet fever are under quarantine in The subscriptions to this loan were
here selling automobiles.
this city. The first was reported to
..
absolutely uninfluenced by the govMiss Julia Vorenberg
of Wagon the health department fair week,
ernment.
Mound arrived In Las Vegas yesterday breaking a record of months of freeand left today for Cleveland, N. M., dom from this disease , While the
Amerloans Make Potest
"The American committee of Muwhere ghe will visit tor a week.
contagion has not yet reached the proB. C. Hernandez, the republican can- portions! of an'epidemfc'stri'ct enforce- nich has issued a etatment setting
didate for congress, who spent a part ment of sanitary regulations has failed forth its opinion that England is reof yesterday and last night in Las to arrest the spread, although it has sponsible for the war and she is today
Vegas, was the house guest of Secun-din- been slow. The last case was report- the sole obstacle to peace, voicing its
Romero.
ed last week and the health depart- indignation at the falsification of facts
Mrs. Joseph Danziger left for Albu- ment is hoping that no more will ap- in England and .protesting against the
querque yesterday for a few days' visit pear. The first 'child to take ill was participation of the Japanese in the
l, Marion
with her father, Nathan Jaffa of
Hammond','' daughter of Coun- war."
who is attending the meeting of cilman and Mrs. G. D. Hammond, 228
the Masonic grand lodge.
North High street. Andrea Gilbert,
Japs' Heavy Loss
M. R. Gonzales, farmers'
advisor daughter of Councilman and Mrs. S. S.
from the extension department of the Gilbert, 410 West Atlantic avenue, was
Sasebo, Japan, Oct. 20. According
state agricultural college, who has the next. This resulted in the fumiga- to information reaching here today,
"been appointed by the institution to tion of the city clerk's and mayor's only three of the 284 members of the
help and advise the ranchers in San offices, where the council meets. All crew of the Japanese eraser TakaMiguel and Mora counties, arrived in the cases are children. The others chiho, which was sunk by a mine in
"
Las Vegas this morning and is spend- are Idell Dillard, 310 South Walter Kiao Chow bay on the night of Ocing today meeting the county officials streef; child of Mrs. Beatty, rear of tober 17, survive the disaster. The
and laying out the plan of the cam- the Mousard mill; Hallie Cosand, 215 body of Captain Ito has been recoverpaign that will be conducted under his South High street, and James Creel, ed The mast of the cruiser is visi218 South High street.
ble above the water.
tutelage this winter.
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Peking Hears of It
Peking, China, Oct. 20. A dispatch
received here from Tsing Tau, the
German fortified position in Kiao
Chow, says the Japanese jcruiser
Takaehiho was sunk in Kiao Chow
harbor the night of October 17 by the
German torpedo boat
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Five1

years ago
Prince Albert blew into town unknown,
unsung! Today it has caused three
men to smoke a pipe where one smoked
before right smart testimony that here
is tobacco that will tickle your
most! Get that listen
i palate
into your system for what ails
yoursmokappetite !
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PAID ON DEPOSITS

this defendant had even been suspect- dark
gowned woman was still there.
ed she began to prepare for her deCoriden Norton, coroner and Justice
fer se, anthat she instructed the col- of
Freeport, was called to the
ored girl wa.' to say in case she stand.
should, be quesfMr-v-,''
After showing
v
all this, gentlemen, we iuall expect
you to bring in a verdict oJ'ia... ler In
the first degree.'.'d i
vLH
1
Mrs. Jennie B. Duryea, aged 70,
r
of the victim, was the first witness. She burst ltno tears aa soon
as she took the stand. She said the
3
last time she saw her daughter alive
was at 3:20 o'clock oitjfehe afternoon
f"
of June 30.
"What is this?" asked Mr. Smith,
handing the witness a dark cloth object.
"That's my daughter's dress," said
For Fall and Winter should be
Mrs. Duryee.
"Mrs. Duryea said her mother was
ordered now.
38 years old and described her. Sn
We have a complete Una of forswiftly did the case move that within
au hour after convening of 'court the
eign and domestic awitings, com.
district attorney had made'hls open
ing address to the Jury and five wit
prising all' the latest weaves, and
nesses had followed one another in rapid succession on the stand.
at right prices.
Miss Hazel Cowles, a stenographer
i
of Freeport, testified that ehe went
Pressing, cleaning and repairing I
to Dr. Carman's office to consult him
I
receive special care.
in the night of June 30 and that while
was
she
waiting in the reception room
a woman wearing a dark dress enterWOMEN SPIED UPON
ed. It was inferred that the woman
was Mrs. Bailey. Mrs. Carman pass
HER
DAILY ed through the reception room twice,
the witness said, once after" the woman In the dark dress had arrived.
MRS. CARMAN USED TELEPHONIC When Miss Cowles left the office the
'
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APPARATUS TO LEARN
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HIS

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jaoob Gross, Vice-Pres- t.
Clarence Hen, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Bobbins. -

.Mineola, N. Y, Oct. 20. After sev
eral, physicians have established the
cause of the death of Mrs. Louise D.
Bailey,, who was shot and killed in
the office of Dr. Edwin Carman at
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were especially directed against the
heights to the southwest of Stry and
Sambor, were repulsed.
"In the Stry and Stica valleys our
troops are advancing.
"A fresh attack of the Russians on
our troops at the east bank of the
Austrians Claim Advance
river near Jaroslau (Galicia) has been
repulsed,
Amsterdam, Oct. 20 (via London).
"In Russian Poland ihe German and
Austrian official announcement given
Austrian cavalry repulsed to t ie west
out at Vienna October 19 says:
"The battles yesterday were very of Warsaw a great Russian cavalry
successfu1 to the east of Chierow and attack.".
Przemysl (both in Galicla) results again
were successful to the Austrians.
General Situation Unchanged
Fighting near Mizynie was especially '
Oct. 20. An official an
Petrograd,
severe.
dated October 19, has
nouncement,
"The Magnlera heights, which had
been given but by the staff of the com
been in possession of Russians, and
mander in chief of the Russian forces
which formed a great barrier to our a
m
follows:
advance, have now been occupied by
"There haB. been no further change
the Austrians after the formidable in the
' general . situation. Russian
bombardment by the artillery.
in contact with the enemy
are
troops
"North of Mizynlec our troops advarious points, and there has been
at
vanced close to the enemy.
on the River Zoura, at Stry,
"The Russian attacks on the east of fighting
in
and in easi Prussia.
Galicia,
Przemysl to Medyka heights on the
"To the south of Przemysl, the Russouthern wing of the battlefield, which
sians continue to take prisoners in
large numbers. An entire Austrian
battalion, with all the officers and
machine guns, surrendered to lis."
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In Black
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THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL

WITH

1

D. T. HOSKINS
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030,000.00
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Pea.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-SaleN..C.

.f

WM. G. HAYDON.
H. W. KELLY

'

half-poun-

pound

OFFICE

3

toppy red bags, 5c (handy
mmokert): tidv red tin. 10c: also in
d
humidors.
handsome pound and
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CAPITAL STOCK

Say-ville- .)

tnr

naif.
Handle
humidor

LAS. VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

British Ship Sunk
Eerlin, Oct. 20 (By wireless to
It was officially stated here
today that the new British submarine
E-was sunk on Sunday, October 18,
by German warships In the North

Sea.
War
London, Oct. 20. A dispatch from
Copenhagen to the Central News
seys:
"The Berliner Tageblatt publishes
a telegram from Bucharest saying that
evidently a big Russian and Turkish
naval battle has taken place in the
Biack Sea. Exceedingly heavy firing,
lasting a considerable time, ia

T. Hosklns, Cashier.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

New Islands Taken
The navy department has announced the occupation for military purof strategically important
poses
isiands In the Marianne (or Ladrone)
Marshall, East Caroline and West Caroline archipelagos.

the national joy smoke
VN
Prince Albert is sold in

Men nil over the nation went to P .A.
as natural as falling off a log. Because
it's a revelation in smokings. '

I D.

Frank Springer,

miles south of Kiao Chow bay.

LfWLt

1

J. M. Cunningham, President.

destroyed by the Japanese at a point

r ! I

E.

-

n

Sink German Boat
Oct. 20. It was announced
officially in Tokio today that the Gerwhich escaped
man torpedo boat
from Tsing Tau under cover of dark
ness, has been found aground and

you get chummy with

i

$50,000.00

W

-

You ought to know that P. A. couldn't bite
tongues if it wanted to, because it is made by a
patented process that removes the bite and the
parch, leaving for you just delightful flavor
and fragrance. Now, get all that down right
pat! But you'll know it by heart as soon as

go-to--

1 1

SURPLUS

CAPITAL PAID IN
(100,000.00

Janps

Tokio,-

Here's the whole family! "

Odd thing about this Prince Albert tobaccoyou get on mighty familiar
speaking terms with it by' the timell
you've smoked half a pipeful or a joy-rocigarette. Just kind of built that
way! It's so easy to get acquainted with,
it
natural
folks
even tobacco-sh- y
and easy, because it's so gentle-- e

MVS

v,,- -

Freeport on June 30 last, Celia Coleman, the negro maid in the Carman'
household, is expected to take the
stand today to tell her story of the
crime of which her former mistress,
Mrs. Florence C. Carman, is accused.
Outlining the state's theory of the
murder, Lewis J. Smith, district attorney, opened for the prosecution,
explaining in detail the grounds on
which Mrs. Carman's conviiction of
murder in the first degree will be
asked. He sketched in detail Mrs.
Bailey's actions on the day she was
murdered,, and explained the arrangement of the Carman house and Dr.
Cayman's office, where the murder
was committed.
"We shall show," continued the district attorney, "that the shot that
killed, Mrs. Railey was fired by he
defendant. We shall show that she
vnt
had ffone, through the kitchen
through; Jthe '.'.side yard a. moment iie-re the. shooting , and. .that Bhe returned through' the kitchen Immediately after It.
"Wo shall show further that the
motive was Jealousy and suspicion of
the huaband. To prove this, we shall
call-(woman whom Mrs. Carman
slapped on one occasion when sho
saw her husband give her money; the
pair were in the physician's office
Also we will show why she obtained
and installed a telephonic Instrument
so she could spy on her husband of
whom she was intensely jealous."
The district attorney told how tho
defendant tore out the instrument
the morning 'after the murder and hid
it in the earret.
''We will show soma thing about
M.
George
Levy, this defendant's
counsel. We will show how she call
ed this lawyer the dny after the murder' and consulted him and how he
Immediately rjuostioned the eolofd
'ivl, Celia Coleman, tftmitt wbnt s

F.ast Las Vetras, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,

Pecos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY & CO.
INCORPORATED
t
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Wholesale Grocers

WOOL, HIDES
BAIN WAGONS
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LOBBY

AND CAM

RESTAUHANT

DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLES

AN D REGULAR

IHX

SHORT ORDERS
BXST GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
ii

l

"

LODGE NO.
M.

COLUMN

t
Regular

B. LEWIS
Osteopathic
Physician
A.
Office Crockett Building
munication first and
In Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence Phone Main 384
each month. Visiting
in
Dimners
coraiauy
yj
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. g. Van
MONUMENT CO
Petten, Secretary.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
13 Tears Practical Experience.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg- - E. A. JONES
W. Vf. BOWERS.
ular conclave second Tues-c- .
..-- y
dey In each mcnth at MaGEO. H. HUNKER
M.
H.
Dr.
m.
sonio Temple at 7:30 p.
Attorney-at-LaSmith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
East Las VegaB, New Mexico.

CHAPMAN

DR. ADELAIDE

A. F. A
com-

JONES-BOWEL-

Mrs. Smith Bridget, are there any
absolute necessities that you want for
the kitchen?
Bridget Yts, mum. 01 want a plush
rockln' chair, an' some pillows fer the
cozy corner.

OPTIC'S
RATE8 TOR

NUMS?, HAiN I.
CLASSIFIED

TISEMENTS
WAITING FOR

A

CHANCE

ADVER-

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYconvo-catioAL ARCH MASONS-Regu- lar
first Monday in each

tiE--JH-

Wanted

"Hey,
"We
fer you
ask you

DR. F.

HUXMANN

fc.

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
month at Masonio 'l empie
moderate prices
at 7:30 p. m. p. A. Brinegar, Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
H. P.; F. O. Blood, SecreMain 381. Residence Phone Main 411
tary.

i
ach Insertion.
Flvt ents per II n
Estimate six ordinary words to a lint.
No ad to occupy lets space than two
'
All edvertlsemerrU charged
lines
will bs booked at space actually set I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
without regard to number ef words.
4. Meeti every Monday evening at
Cash In advlnce preferred.
their hall on Sixth itseet All vlsIUDg
brethrea cordially Invite to attend.
J. Frledenstine. N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary: Karl
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED A barber. C. A. Montoya, Cemetery Trustee.
Bridge street,
B. p, o. ELKS Meets second and
WANTED Reliable woman for genfourth Tuesday evening of each
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
month Elks" home oh Nintli street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
WANTED Boarders and roomers by are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Springmonth, week or day at 718 Lincoln. er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Good home cooking.
Secretary.
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CARD

Esst Bound
Desan
Arrive
1:20 p. m...".. 7:41 p. ft
11:51 B, 1
4.. ..11:54 p. m

No,
No.
No.
No. 1..--- .

I....

1:31 a.
a. m
1:35 p. m.....
s, ft
J
Wtet Bound
X:25

I:l

'

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No.

I....
I....

1:10
1:35
1:20
1:36

p. m

a. m
p. m
p. m

1

Desan

1:81 p.

(:( a

fc

4:81

7:tl

p. B

W. T. Huchens, Nicholson, Ga., had
what y' doin' In my apple tree?
or KNIGHT AND LADIES OF SECUR- a severe attack of rheumatism. His
wus jest waltln,' Mr. Jones, WANTED Work as seamstress
housework. Address 805 Seventh
to come along so's we could
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m feet ankles and Joints were swollen,
fer a apple."
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the and moving about wa3 very painful.
street

WHEN EVERYONE WAS JOLLY

UF7H,

13
JJ

For Rent

first and third Mondays of each He was certainly in a bad way when
month at 8 p. m. visiting Knights and he started to take Foley Kidney Pills.
Ladles always welcome O. L. Free- He says, "Just a few doses made mo

MODERN light housekeeping rooms man, President; Miss Cora Montague, feel better, and now my pains and
with eleeping porchv 1030 Fifth Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local rheumatism are all gone and I sleep
street
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. all night long." O. G, Schaefer and
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished house- Sixth street East Las Vegas, M. 11
BELGIANS WANT MEN
keeping rooms, modern, private family, one block from car line L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
London, Oct 20. The Belgian le1103 Lincoln avenue.
Phone Main
fourth Thursday
evening eacb gation in London today 'announced
S67.
month at W. O. f. hall. Vlsltlni that
volunteers and militia-

Belgian
brothers cordially Invited. Howard W. men who had not yet taken up arms
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth.
Davis, Dictator; Harry I Cutler, secy. are directed to proceed to Cherbourg.
Military refugees and wounded in
FOR RENT Furnished room with or
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA England, able to return to the front,
without board; steam heat. 1022
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly are being directed to proceed to CaFourth street
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the second lais.
Because of the German occupation
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G. of the most of Belgium, the Belgian
Dealers in Choice Timothy Hay and
onLaemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo- officials say this apparently is the
Grain of All Kinds
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- ly practicable way that Belgians may
Located at Regensberg Brothnow operating with
pecially welcome and cordially Invited. joir. their army
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave.
Jim How in the world did old
left
allied
the
wing.
Borelelgh get his reputation as a witty
Send Us Your Orders
public speaker?
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
Jack He always arranged to speak
POSITIVELY MASTERS CROUP
102 Meets every Monday night ii
at banquets Immediately after the
A Persistent Question
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue ai
champagne was served!
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
The question has been asked, "In 8 o'clock.
Visiting members are cor cuts the thick choking mucus, and
are
what
Chamberlain's
Tablets
way
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
superior to pills?" The answer is, dially welcome. Js T. Buhler, Presi- clears away the phlegnu Opens up
by local applications, aa they cannot "They are more mild and
gentle In dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary; the air passages and stops the hoarse
reach the diseased portion of the ear. effect and more reliable. Besides C. H, Baily, Treasurer.
cough. The gasping, strangling fight
There is only one way to cure deaf- they improve the appetite, cleanse
for breath gives way to quiet breathness, and that Is by constitutional and invigorate the Btomach, correct KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
disorders of the liver and leave the
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
remedies. Deafness Is caused by an bowels in a natural
CIL NO. 804. Meets second sn Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
and healthy con
inflamed condition of the mucus, lin- dition, while the use of pills, owing
curth Thursday In O. R. C. hall Honey and Tar to our children for
ing of the Eustachian Tubeu When to their drastic effect, Is often followPioneer building. Visiting memben croup and it always acts quickly." O.
this tube Is Inflamed you have a rum- ed by constipation." For sale by all are cordially Invited. Richard Devlne G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
dealers. Adv.
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Adv.
when, it Is entirely closed, Deafness is
BROWN GETS SPRINGS
the result, and unless the Inflamma
Santa Fe, Oct. 20. The federal !pnd
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to Its normal condition, hear- office has decided the contest between
20c per 100 lbs.
ing will be destroyed forever; nlae C. Tt., Brown and J. E. Smith for land
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- upon which is located the famous
25c per 100 lbs.
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
smelter spring at Socorro in favor of
tarrh, which Is nothing but an
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery......... 30c per 100 lbs.
condition of the mucous sur- Brown so that he wiU have the ulti40c per 100 lbs.
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
mate control of the water.
faces.
50c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each delivery
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
There are. many times when one
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circuHarvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
man questions another's actions and
lar free.
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
motives. Men act differently under
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
different circumstances.
The quesSold by Druggists, 75c.
tion is, what would you do right now
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
if you had a severe cold? Could you
patlon.
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It la highly recomWATER COMPANY BROKE
mm urn vnn i,iiiut
mended by people who have used It
Santa Fe, Oct. 20. The City Nationfor years and know its value. Mrs.
al bank of El Paso has brought suit
O. E, Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham
to foreclose a mortgage it holds to
berlain's Cough Remedy, Is worth its
secure a trust deed on the Lordsburg
in gold and I take pleasure in
weight
SELL WHAT YOU
WANT
Water, lee and Electric company, preit." For sale by all
recommending
paratory to the f.ockholdors reorgan- dealers. Adv
izing the company.
MAYOR IS APPOINTED
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those who
Santa Fe, Oct. 20. Because of the
CITROLAX
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
removal of Mayor Gaircia of Springer
, CITROLAX
to Raton the village board of trustees
CITROLAX
THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
has appointed James P. Abreu to fill
Best thing for constipation, sour
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
the unexpired term. Mr. Abreu is a
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow cousin of Supremo' Court Clerk Jose
property unless It were advertised here.
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
D, Sena.
once. Gives a most thorough and
OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper want (and
flushing no pain, no nauWhen
food does not digest
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
your
sea. Keeps your system cleansed,
well and you feel "blue," tired and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instrusweet and wholesome. Ask for
should use a little
ments.
O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross discouraged, you
HERBINE at bedtime. It open3 the
Dnig Store. Adv.
bowels, purifies the system and re
WANT ADS are inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S SATISstores a fine feeling of health and enFIED. Try them.
WANTED Clean cotton rags at ergy.
Price 50c. Sold by Central
this office.
Drug Co. Adv.
.

RETAIL PRICES

AGUA PURA COMPANY

it

IT ADS

Cit-rola-
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve Plonths:
IF

HcCLOBPS

THE WOMEN'S

MACAZfN

HOI

COMPANION

THE NATIONAL SPORTSMAN

M

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
CULL

AT

bothered by any possible delay
TIE OFFICE ID LEAVE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

r
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BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$7.00
$7-5- 0

$6.00
$6.50
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OCTOBER

Four room adobe house, newly re'Washington, Oct. 20 The Army and paired and completely furnished; two
Kavy football game will he played this lots well improved. Price $000.00.
on Franklin
year at Philadelphia
AND AGENCY CORINVESTMENT
Field on November 2S, and four
PORATION
games hereafter will artenate be603 Lincoln Avenue
tween New York and Philadelphia by
ao agreement today between the ArJ E. Cook of St. Louis is In the city
my and Navy athletic associations, In
for a brief stay.
session at Annajolis.

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge

St:

Buckwheat Flour

First Show Starts at

7.15

two-ree- l

1

NAMED BY THE

Fancy Chickens

TUESDAY

"The

THREE GOOD MEN

Fresh Pure

TONIGHT

an-m-

to Die"
Feature Broncho
Right

"Our Mutual Girl
Reliance

No.

G.0.-P- .
Concord Grapes

37."

This

(

is Coffee

LOCAL

(Continued from Page One)

,' ,"TT

Cutler BrothersInsurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

EACH DAY WITH

vTl.-r-

which is

Sheriff Patricio Sanchez of Mora
conty arrived in Las Vegas yesterday
to receive Oscar Kidd and Bert Jay,
held for the murder of Paul Tyler of
Roy last week. He left for Mora this
morning with his prisoners.

but during COFFEE WEEK we will sell
to the purchaser of 1 lb of tvny brand coffee

social

S4.98

price of

At a meeting of the Fraternal
Brotherhood last night it was decid
ed to give a Halloween party at O. R.
C. hail next Monday evening, October
21. The arrangements have not been
completed, but a good time Is assured
to all who attend.

Stearns' 5T0RB

Marriage licenses have been issued
by the county clerk to Aurora Martinez, aged 17 years, and Ramon A. Tru-jill-

California Soft Shell Walnut

aged

years, both of Sabinoso;

22

and to Narcisa

THE

Cordova,

aged

23

yfars, of Las Ventanas, and Victor
Parsen, aged 28, of El Tuloso.',-

puF pound

IllE

The Woman's club; which had Intended to 'hold a meeting ' tomorrow
afternoon, Has postponed the session
for one week., On October 28 the club
will meet In the chambers of the Commercial club at 2 : 30 o'clock in the afternoon, and will listen to a report of
the delegates who attended the fourth
annual meeting of the State Federation of Women's clubs at Silver City
last week.

DA VIS
GROCER

.

m

A

Civil service examinations will be
held in Las Vegas on the following

NECESSITIES AT RIGHT PRICES

subjects and dates: November 10
Markting specialist (male),, grades
one and two, salary from $1,800 to $3,- 000;
assistant in
grain
0
elevator accounting (male)' salary
n
to $2,000; agriculturist for
projects (male), salary $1,800
to $2,500; oil inspector (male), $1,800
to $2,160. November 17 Oil and gas
inspector (male), $1,800 to $2,400, No
vember 18 Junior explosive engineer
(male); assistant in school and home
gardening (female), salary Jfl,60O.

40c
Extra fine Broom
25c
Toilet Paper, six rolls
-- -Store Pipe, each
10c
Elbows .
10c
i
Malleable Stove Lifters, each
10c
Wooden Mixing Spoons, each
5C
..I
10c
Paring Knives, good quality, each .
Can Opener, each
5C
1
.
10c
Lamp Chimneys, each
Pipe Collars, two for
.
50
These are just a, few of the many values to be found In this store.
Remember our regular prices will always compare favorably with' any
"Special" or "Sale" prices.
.

$1,-80-

recla-matio-

Out-Eas- y

Page Furniture

Phone Vegas

114

Sixth St

UNDERTAKERS

FINEST EQUIPMENT

if

Undertaking Co.
511

UP-TO-DA-

(."4

&

4"--

IN NEW MEXjlCO.

-

T

S

T4 T

MODERATE PRICES

f

T

r
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Tho fJloUarn Vloman
knows there is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest That is why so
many up to the times women
use our ' flour exclusively, A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.'
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

'"

--

a)e Las
11

1::2

for

Pure

Vegas Roller Mills

cw

"

Datentlt Butter

JOHN II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

f

A party of ladies in automobiles left
Las Vegas this morning for Mora to
partake in a special dinner ordered
yesterday. The party is in honor of
Miss Minnie Holzmam of Albuquerque,
who is visiting Mrs. Charles A. Spless.
Among those who went were Mrs.
Charles As. Spiess, Miss Minnie Holz-maMrs. William B. Gortner, Mrs.
S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
Herbert W.
Clark, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. IJ.
D. Raynolds, Mrs. Edward McWenie,
Mrs. Erie Hoke, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Louise Cunningham, Mrs.
R. F. Johnson and Mrs. Colbert C.
Root.'

Evan J. Vogt, a resident of McKin-lecounty, where he has been engaged in the sheep and cattle business
for the past' ten years, has heen in
Las Vegas
days, in company
with Robert Walton, who is interested
with Mr. Vogt in the cattle business.
They will remain here several days
and are looking at ranch properties in
this vicinity with an idea of lease or
purchase. Mr. Vogt returned on September 20 from a four months' trip
abroad, getting out of Paris on the
last official train to leave the city.
y

for.-two-

OLD SOLDIER

DEAD
"
Jose G, Baca, an old resident of the
West side, and one of the few old
soldiens-whhad the privilege of
in the war of the rebellion in a
New Mexico regiment, died last Sunday night at an advanced age. He is
survived by a son, P. C. de Baca, and
two daughters, Mrs. Raymundo Angel
and Mrs. Juan Kavanaugh. Funeral

services were held this morning at
the Church of the Immaculate Conception at 10 o'clock. Interment was in
St. Joseph's cemetery, under the di
rection of Shermap post Not 1, Grand
Army of the Republic, of which Mr,
Baca was a member.
.

HAKE RESERVATION
FOR LYCEUM

COURSE

ll

republican party as me party of prosperity and progress, and recognize as
the foundation for the beliefs of that
party the declaration of .principles as
contained in the platform adopted at
the state convention held at Santa Fe
ill the month of August, 1S14, and
hereby ratify and adopt all of the declarations and principles in the said
platform contained.
We pledge, ourselves to the enthusiastic support of nominees of that convention, and we recognize in Benigno
C. Hernandez, as a candidate for representative in congress, and Hugh H,
Williams, as a candidate for corpora
tion commissioner, men
fitted in character, training and experience for the positions for which
they have been named. Their lifelong residence in New Mexico, their
familiarity with our people and customs, their knowledge of and sympathy with our needs, mark them as
particularly fitted for these positions,
and each of them has emphasized and
proven that fitness by the conduct of
offices already held.
The administration of the affairs of
this county under the present county
officers has been able and tfficient.
Under a democratic administration of
affairs in the county current expenses
were never paid, each year ended with
a deficit, interest oa the bonded in
debtedness was allowed to accumulate,
no improvements of any kind were
made, and the money of the taxpayers
was either misappropriated or wasted.
In contrast with this we call attention
to the record made by the republican
officinis of this county, by whom many
valuable-bridgehave been construct
ed, roads repaired and other improve
ments made, all expenses; of the coun- ty promptly met, not a single default
in the payment of interest or any other
indebtedness of the county, and all of
this accomplished under a continual
reduction of the amount levied as
taxes for county purposes. In spitej
of increased levies for the support of
the state government and of schools
and municipalities, there has been no
increase, in the total amount levied in
this county, but, on the contrary the
total tax for the present year is subThis reduction
stantially reduced.
comes only from the carehilness,, efficiency and economy with which tha
affairs of the county have been man-

Stt-urda-

WANTED

CO.

rags

at

this office.

A

HARVEY'S

eminently successful, not only from an
artistio standpoint, but ia a business
way as well.
Ticket holders should endeavor, for
their own satisfaction, to make their
reservations tomorrow as early as
possible, as thereafter the choice will
be hardly of the best. The first engagement is for the Kellogg-Haine- s
company, which will appear on the
evening of October 28, one week from
tomorrow.
MAY BE SUICIDE
New York, Oct. 20. On orders of

Coroner Helenstein, issued it was
stated, at te reqest of the family, physicians today will perform, an autopsy to determine the cause of th edeath
last night of Frank E. Vogel, who,
with his business associate, Henry
Siegel, was to have gone on trial this
month on indictments charging grand
larceny and receiving hank deposits
while insolvent, in connection with
their department stores in this city.

1

'

I
I

We are making two freight shipments a week of stove castings. We
are prepared to furnish repairs for any stove, furnace, hot water or
steam boiler made. Prompt service'.
' '

!

Carriage
Saturday
Leave orders at Murphey'a.

WINDOW GLASS

STOHE

.We furnish all sizes of window glass, price and service guaranteed.

,

'

L-.!dw-

j

Everv

PHONE

MAIN 379

Wm.' Ilfeld'

lfJ

It;

morning.
Adv.

Service based on the facilities!

and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.

;

ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

HIE WORLD'S
Best Piece of

FURNITURE
Remains a
Hoosier Kitchen
Sold at

Hoosier
"White Beauty'

Advertised in Leading Magazines

Rea.sona.ble Prices
On Easy Payments

J. C. J0HNSEN & SON
Exclusive Local Agents

for county offifixing
cers, they will manifest the same spirit
of care and economy, looking first to
the welfare of the inaividual taxpayers
by whom the public funds are furnished.
The action of the board of equalization of New Mexico, both In the year
1913 and at its session of the
present
year, cannot be justified from any
viewpoint. Its raising of the value of
property in this county to a point at
which, if its valuations were followed,
property here would be taxed on a
basis much higher than similar prop
erty in other counties, can be attrib
uted only to the ignorance of its mem
bers or to the malicious desire to work
an injustice. Proof of this, as to their
action last year, is found in the fact
that it was necessary for the district
attorney of this county, in the carrying out of his official duties, to bring
over 700 suits for the purpose of doing away with unjust raises made by
that board, and that In every instance
there wa a judicial ascertainment by
the court that the raises bo made by
the board were unjust and unjustifi.
able and should he wiped out. Many
people of our county who failed to
take advantage of the provision of the

For the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for

n

the auto.
ALL

,

f

DONE AT OUR SHOP

OIK

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

"

TOO BAD!
of our

You

yourEORDout

last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be
shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine

!

L

I

IS OPEN

out

,

Evaporated Raspberries, Loganber-Currants- ,
Raisens, Lemort Peel,
Orange Peel and Ciiron

"":,!:,!PI

cotton

Clean

aged:.

TOMORROW AT 9 O'CLOCK AT THE
the candidates nominated
Y. M. C. A. IS THE PROPER
by this convention to the same course
TIME
of economy as is now pursued by republican officials now in office, and
Reservations for the lyceum course
promise on their behalf that in all
to be given this fall and winter by the matters of
legislation in which they
Y, M C. A. will open tomorrow morn- may be called
upon to take part, ining at 9 o'clock at the association cluding all measures requiring the exbuilding. There has already beem an penditure of public money and all apadvance sale of 275 seats, and the inpropriations of every kind, and also
dications are that the season will be the
of salaries

Robert J. Taupert, a member of the
San Miguel county road commission,
has received a letter from O. A. Will
of Roswell. who took this means of
expressing his appreciation of the Las
highway that takes the
Encino and Villanueva route. Mr. Will,
at the request of Mr. Taupert, made
the journey to Roswell over the new
highway, which is the pet thoroughfare of the San Miguel read commission, He declared the highway to be
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
in excellent condition Mr. Will had
no difficulty in finding the route, hav- FOR SALE iFive passenger touring
ing been given a log by Mr. Taupert
car; top, lamps and generator in
before his departure from Las Vegas.
good order $175. Biehl Garage.
Vegas-Roswe-

AUTO STAGE

Automobile stage line to Mora trithis unjust raise. Unless similar ac- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and
tion is taken in regard to the raises
leaving Las Vegas postofflce
made by the board this year the tax- 8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
payers of this county will be compell- Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
ed unjustly to pay an amount from 20 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
to 30 per cent more than they should one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. II. B. Hubbard, Prop.
rightfully pay on their property.

f'r.3 Cf Tb Best Of Everyling Eatable

Leccived
T

H

imum, 32.

-

$7.0& -

-

The report of yesterdays weather,
as reported by the volunteer observation station at the New Mexico Normal University is: Maximum, 75; min-

NEW ELECTRIC THERMAX
of

North-

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

the
Percolator, the regular price

Strawberries

014 Taylor vThlsKey and Sherwood
'" Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.-- -

Wo will demonstrate
some brand of coffee
1

Peaches

NEWS

law which allows the court to review
such actions were compelled to pay

i

California Grapes

1

20, 1914.

FOR SALE

FOOTBALL

ARMY-NAV-

TUESDAY,

Hardware and Furniture.

Clean

EARLY

or Dye
your old

t3

Garments.

WE CAN PLEASE YOU
.

Next to Bridge.

I Las Vc&is Sleam Laundry

I,.

this time.

CHAS. ILFELD CO.
Ass mis for Tko Ford ::z

